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EVERYTHING STOPPED.

Fire. Smoke. Radiant Heat. Conductive Heat. It all stops here - with Pilkington Pyrostop. Fire-rated for
up to 2 hours with the required hose stream test and impact safety-rated, Pilkington Pyrostop consists
of multiple layers of glass that can be used in doors, sidelites, transoms, walls, and more. Available for
interior or exterior applications, Pilkington Pyrostop is wireless without sacrificing the clarity of regular
float glass. Stop settling for anything less than the best protection, use the glass that stops it all.

fireglass.com
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WE CREATE PRODUCTS
THAT CREATE IDEA S.
Pavia™ from Vitro is the ideal satin-finish glass to provide privacy in interior and exterior spaces,
incorporating a subtle touch of creativity and exclusivity. The versatility and aesthetic qualities
provided by this type of architectural glass set the standard for the design team’s ideas to be
transformed into light, colors and textures, comfortably blending with the creative and functional needs.
PAVIA™ CLEAR | PAVIA™ TINTED| PAVIA™ DUAL | PAVIA™ VENTUS | PAVIA™ RAIN
PAVIA™ INVERTED VENTUS | PAVIA™ CHESSBOARD | PAVIA™ SCREEN

ENVISION THE POSSIBILITIES®
www.vitroamerica.com | 800-238-6057 | sales@vitroamerica.com
Envision the Possibilities® is a registered trademark of Vitro America and Pavia™ is a trademark of Vitro.
© 2010 Vitro America, LLC.
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Good Reasons
To choose Bohle ...

... for UV-Bonding

The Bohle Group, leading manufacturer and supplier of tools, machines and accessories for glass processing and finishing, has been
represented in North America with their own subsidiary since 2008. We offer a long history of manufacturing and innovation since
1923, with our own products made in Germany, now available directly - bringing quality and affordability together.

01 High Quality - Made in Germany
Bohle is a leading manufacturer and supplier of tools, machines and accessories for glass
processing and finishing. The company looks back on more than 85 years of know-how and
tradition, through innovation and consistent quality.

Long service life
New technologies

02 More than 20 Years of Experience
The world´s largest glass bonding program from Bohle covers the entire spectrum from
pre-treatment to fixation to the bonding process itself and curing.

We have all the supplies you need
Free support from master glaziers

03 Expanding Online-Shop
Visit us and find our monthly specials in the
Online-Shop for America. Your item is just clicks away!
Find out more at: www.bohle-america.com

Monthly specials
Growing product range
Bohle America, Inc. · 10924 Granite Street · Suite 200 · Charlotte, NC 28273 · T +1 877 678 2021 (toll free) · www.bohle-america.com
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USGlassElectronic
Go to www.usglassmag.com
Online Survey
Speak out and tell us what you think with our
online reader poll. Read the articles inside the
issue and then cast your votes online. This
month’s question:
USGlass examined three Virginia glass shops to
learn what works and what doesn’t when it
comes to the retail experience (see page 38),
but we want to know: what factor do you find to
be the most important in securing new retail
business?

❏
❏
❏
❏

Having an updated, informational website
Showcasing a variety of available
products in the shop
Making coupons and other marketing
materials available
Ensuring all employees are knowledgeable
about shop products

March Survey Results
We asked:

Which question would you most like to
see Consumer Product Safety Commission address regarding its new labeling
requirements for safety glazing?
You answered:
What is a reasonable
testing program?
What’s a unique
identifier?

17%
17%

What’s the
obligation of
companies that
don’t actually make
the safety glazing but incorporate it into their products?

4

49%
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Subscribe to USGlass® for FREE: fax this
to 630/482-3003 or subscribe online at
www.glass.com/subcenter.php
I want to start/continue my
FREE SUBSCRIPTION to USGlass:
 YES  NO

Name: ________________________________________
Signature: _____________________________________
Date:__________________________________________
Company:__________________________Title: ________
Address: ______________________________________
City: ____________________ State: _____ Zip________
Phone: ____________________Fax ________________
Email: _________________________________________
1. Please check the ONE
category that BEST describes the business
activity of your company:
1100  Manufacturer
1000  Fabricator
2000  Contract Glazier/
3000  Distributor/
Glazing Subcontractor
Wholesaler
3100  Architect/Specifier 5000  Services to the
4000  Retailer/Dealer
field
6000  Other (please specify): ______________________
2. Please check ALL the products or
services your company buys/sells:
C  Flat/Fabricated Glass E  Doors/Door Hardware
D  Windows/
F  Architectural Metals
Window Hardware
G  Bent, Etched,
H  Machinery
Beveled Glass
& Equipment
I  Insulating Glass
J  Plastic/Glazing
Alternatives
K  Storefronts/Curtainwall L  Sealants/Adhesives
M  Glaziers’
N  Shower Door/
Hardware, Tools
Tub Enclosures
O  Mirrors/Mirror Products P  Coating/Tinting/Film
Q  Other (please describe): _________________________
3. Please check ALL the types of work your company performs:
C  Commercial
R  Residential
A  Automotive
O  Other
4. Number of employees at this location:
B  5-9
C  10-19
A  1-4
D  20-49 E  50-99
F  100+
5. What other publications do you receive:
A  Glass Magazine B  Glass Digest C  Neither
6. Please check all the organizations that you are a member of:
A  AAMA B  GANA C  NGA D  AGA E  IGMA
MY BUSINESS IS ENGAGED IN THE GLASS, METAL AND/OR
GLASS-METAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FIELD.
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newsletter, USGlass News Network (USGNN).
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Have your latch and lock it too.

The access control
capabilities of
a latch.

The rock solid
security of
a deadbolt.

Dual Force 2190
The Interconnected, No-Compromise Solution
You get the best of both worlds with this innovative new product from Adams Rite.
The 2190 combines the critical elements of security and control with aesthetic appeal.
With the deadbolt projected, a simple turn of the inside lever retracts both the latch
and deadbolt simultaneously – providing code-compliant, panic-proof exiting. Add the
energy savings due to the positive latching benefit, optional electrification, plus a variety
of designer levers . . . and you’ve got the total package.
www.adamsrite.com

Visit our 2190 Virtual Trade Show
at www.AR2190TradeShow.com
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Issue@Hand
Publisher
Editor

A Four-Front War

Managing Editor

Debra A. Levy

Extension 111 • deb@glass.com

Megan Headley

Extension 114 • mheadley@glass.com

Erin Harris

Extension 130 • eharris@glass.com

Contributing Tara Taffera, vice president
Editors Extension 113 • ttaffera@glass.com

Charles Cumpston

Extension 0 • ccumpston@glass.com

he Glass Association of North America’s Building Envelope Contractor’s
Conference in March was a sobering experience for anyone in the architectural glass industry. It appears we are fighting a four-front war against energy legislation and regulation, the economy, litigation and technology.
“There are opportunities out
there,” said one enthusiastic
speaker. “There IS a lot of business
for contract glaziers,” he declared,
“for businesses that want to work
in Brazil. The economy is growing
and the Olympics are coming,” he
added. “It’s not all doom and
gloom.”
Indeed. With apologies to
Thomas Friedman, the world may
be flat but, with a few notable exceptions, the contract glazing industry remains
decidedly round.
We will have extensive coverage in USGlass magazine in the coming months,
but let me just give you the highlights (except in this case, the highlights are more
like lowlights). Here are some other themes from the conference:

Penny Stacey

T

1. Under Attack: The glass industry is under attack from a whole variety of
separate arenas: energy reduction advocates, government and regulatory agencies, code organizations and green advocates. Each presents separate challenges
to the industry but all are communicating a “glass is an energy-hog” message that’s
resonating. We, as an industry, have to fix this.

Extension 148 • pstacey@glass.com

Ellen Rogers

Extension 118 • erogers@glass.com
Circulation Thomas Cory
Director circulation@glass.com
Art Chris Bunn
Directors Extension 132 • cbunn@glass.com

Dawn Campbell
Extension 150 • dcampbell@glass.com
Exhibits Manager

Tina Czar
Extension 115 • tczar@glass.com

Marketing Holly Biller, vice president
Director Extension 123 • hbiller@glass.com
Customer Janeen Mulligan
Relations Mgr. Extension 112 • jmulligan@glass.com
Web Bryan Hovey
Developer Extension 125 • bhovey@glass.com
Video Marshall Stephens
Producer Extension 121 • mstephens@glass.com
Customer Wendy Jozwiak
Service Assistant Extension 0 • wjozwiak@glass.com
Published by Key
Communications Inc.
P.O. Box 569
Garrisonville, VA 22463 USA
540/720-5584; fax 540/720-5687

Midwest

Advertising Offices:
Lisa Naugle

Associate Publisher
lnaugle@glass.com
Phone 312/850-0899 Fax 312/277-2912

2. New Products: The day of the highly energy-efficient alternative glass product has arrived. Presentations about the various types of new dynamic glazing
dominated the discussions at the conference. “Doesn’t matter whether you like it
or not, this is the future,” said one attendee.

Northeast & Brian Welsh
Eastern Canada bwelsh@glass.com
Phone 540/720-5584 x195 • 215/679-8826
Fax 215/679-0408

3. The Economy: All I will say is that three separate speakers, each using different data, murmured a variation of the following sentence. “We will not return
to 2007 levels of non-residential building activity until 2014.”

West Coast & Ed Mitchell
Western Canada emitchell@glass.com
Phone 805/262-2932 Fax 805/262-2933

4. The Bs—Banking, Bonding and Big Buildings: Banks and bonding companies have tightened their criteria for access to capital and bonds. It really says
a lot about our society when you see 70- and 80-year-old companies with stellar
financial performance in every year but 2009 being cut off.
And big buildings, what have become of them? Where have all the big ones gone?
Gone to Brazil everyone.
Drop me a line and let me know what you think our biggest challenges are as an
industry. If you were at the BEC, you’d know you have a lot to choose from.
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Southeast

Scott Rickles

srickles@glass.com
Phone 770/664-4567 Fax 770/740-1399

Europe

Patrick Connolly

patco@glass.com
99 Kings Road, Westcliff on Sea
Essex SS0 8PH ENGLAND
Phone (44) 1-702-477341 Fax (44) 1-702-477559

China & Asia

Sean Xiao

sxiao@glass.com
Rm.403, Block 17,Wuyimingzhu, No.6 Jinshan Road,
Fuzhou, Fujian, 350001, China.
Phone (86) 591 83863000

All Others Contact Publisher Directly

MEMBER,
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XL Edge® > Loå3-366® > Neat®> Preserve®

Providing IG units with the lowest
failure rate in the industry – a low
0.20% after twenty years – that’s
how we protect your brand. At
Cardinal, our IG units with
XL Edge® are built to last – 20
years and counting, guaranteed.
And we sign each and every unit
for easy reference if a claim is
ever registered. We build our
brand strong to keep your brand
even stronger. Get the full brand
story at cardinalcorp.com.

Cardinal IG Company / Superior glass products for residential windows and doors

A CARDINAL GLASS INDUSTRIES COMPANY

I N S U L A T I N G

G L A S S
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GANAPerspectives

Finding New Opportunities
GANA’s New Subcommittee Tackles Solar Issues
by B i l l Ya n e k
ver the past few years, alternative energy has continued its
emergence as a significant factor in energy policy debates. When
most consumers consider solar energy, they think back to the 1970s and
the large, dark panels over homes for
the purpose of heating water and generating moderate amounts of electricity in exchange for big upfront
costs. By the 1980s, solar energy
seemed to go the way of disco and bell
bottom pants and lost the collective
consciousness of the United States
and North America. However, as we
enter the second decade of the 2000’s,
solar energy is back—in a big way.
Many of the Glass Association of
North America’s (GANA) members
are either already involved in producing products for solar energy applications or looking to break in with new
products. With the goal of maximizing the potential positive impact created by solar energy applications
upon the glass industry, the GANA:
Energy Committee has created the
new solar products and applications
subcommittee. The subcommittee
has been hard at work in the first portion of 2010 developing a long list of
objectives.

O

FINDING THE RIGHT NICHE
At Glass Week last month, the subcommittee met to continue its work
on a new product matrix that will help
to better define the intersection of the
glass and solar industries. This matrix
matches solar glazing application
types with the correct glazing product
needed to complete the application.
For example, thin film photovoltaic
applications need thermally tempered

8
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glass, concentrated solar power reflectors need bent glass and so on.
The final product will provide a quick
way for those in both the solar and
glass industries to understand exactly
the types of products they can bring
to market that will fit into the many
solar glazing applications.
The subcommittee has many more
objectives on deck. Members will seek
to review and develop standards or
specifications that cover glazing products in solar energy applications. They
will work on drafting informational bulletins on the subject to add to GANA’s library of bulletins, which are available
free to download at www.glasswebsite.com. They will develop both education and training programs for the
solar energy and glazing industries and build a glossary of terms
so that professionals in the glazing
industry and the solar energy industry are on the same page.
Most importantly, though, the
subcommittee will be working to
increase the profile of glass and

glazing products in solar energy applications. Opportunities certainly already are
available for our industry, but these are
only a beginning. With the creation of
new technologies and new glazing products, the future of solar energy will become synonymous with the future of our
industry.
Luckily, our industry, like solar energy applications, has changed tremendously in the past 30-plus years. And
just as the ’70s led to a very profitable
’80s, our efforts today can be the seeds
of exciting profitability and opportunity in the years ahead. To learn more
about what we are doing and how you
can join the effort, visit our website at
www.glasswebsite.com. ■

Bill Yanek is GANA’s
executive vice president. Mr
Yanek’s opinions are solely
his own and not necessarily
those of this magazine.
www.usglassmag.com
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CompanyNews
SAGE Secures $100 Million in Loans,
Tax Credits for New MN Facility
AGE Electrochromics Inc. has
been offered a conditional
commitment for a $72 million
loan guarantee by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Coupled with
a $31 million Advanced Energy Manufacturing Tax Credit awarded earlier
this year, the company has now secured more than $100 million in federal funding, which will help it
establish a facility for manufacturing
its electronically tintable glass. The
company plans to tap the DOE funding to build a high-volume manufacturing plant next to its headquarters
in Faribault, Minn.
The 250,000-square-foot facility is expected to add 160 full-time green manufacturing and technology jobs to the
100 jobs in SAGE’s current plant in
southern Minnesota. More than 200 con-

S

briefly ...
YKK AP America in Austell, Ga.,
has expanded its presence into
Michigan by partnering with Statre
Corp., an independent manufacturer’s representative … Quixsilver
Systems Architectural Glazing Solutions of San Jose, Calif., is the new
exclusive representative for Orange,
Calif.-based Calibre Door Closers
Inc. for the Northern California and
Northern Nevada regions … Italian
machinery manufacturer For.El. has
announced the launch of a new website at www.forelspa.com … Exact
Finish Inc. in Kernersville, N.C., a
manufacturer of glass and aluminum interior products, has announced that it now will do business
under the new name of EFI.
www.efi-us.com …
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struction jobs are expected to be created.
Groundbreaking is scheduled for this
year, and the plant will begin shipping its
products in the latter part of 2011.
SAGE president and chief executive
officer John Van Dine hopes that the
company’s new facility will reflect its
“green” message both inside and out.
“The new SAGE manufacturing plant
will have many green features and we
hope to attain a LEED certified silver or
gold rating,” he says.
Among the features that the company plans to incorporate into the new
facility are installation of its own SageGlass® windows to reduce HVAC equipment size, building electrical usage and
electrical peak demand; implementation of daylighting throughout the
building with integrated lighting controls and SageGlass® windows; and enhanced ventilation and indoor air
quality via operable windows.
In announcing the funding, the DOE
cited electrochromic glazings as “the
next major advance in energy-efficient
window technology.” According to Van
Dine, the new facility will help to overcome some of the hurdles that may be
preventing these products from becoming “mainstream” now.
“The higher production volumes made
possible by the new facility will bring the
cost of the product down dramatically, allowing it to become a mainstream product when the plant is fully operational,”
says Van Dine. He adds,“Greater capacity
will also supply the increasing demand
and shorten lead times. The new facility
will produce much larger sheets of glass,
up to 5 by 10 feet (current size is 60 by 40
inches), which is highly desired by architects and builders.”

❙❙➤ www.sage-ec.com

Feds Investigate
Minnesota Plane Crash
Federal investigators are planning a
hearing over the cause of the July 31,
2008, plane crash that killed Marc Rosenberg and Alan Barnett, chief operating officer and assistant project manger for
APG International, a Glassboro, N.J.based contract glazing company (see September 2008 USGlass, page 18). Those
aboard the plane were customers of Viracon and were traveling to the company’s
headquarters in Owatonna, Minn., for a
meeting to discuss the Revel Hotel &
Casino project in Atlantic City.

❙❙➤ www.ntsb.gov/ntsb/major.asp

John Bush Launches
New Consulting Company
John Bush, who most
recently served as the director of laminated products for Oldcastle Glass,
has launched a new company, John Bush Consulting Inc. With more than
21 years experience in John Bush
glass fabrication, Bush
says he started the company to support
the glass fabrication industry in response
to recent requests for assistance.
“I have been encouraged by the number of my contacts who have expressed
a need for a true independent opinion,”
he says, explaining that, given the slow
economy, the time was ideal to start a
consulting business.
“A lot of companies may not have the
in-house expertise [for various projects]
and in this economy they don’t want to
hire anyone permanent until the recession turns around,” Bush tells USGlass.
“So companies are more likely to bring
people on short-term to help them
through these projects; they are more
www.usglassmag.com
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prepared to take on a consultant.”
Bush says he will be focusing on a variety of project types such as technical,
marketing, product development and
troubleshooting.

❙❙➤ www.johnbushglass.com

Kawneer to Invest in
Central and Eastern
Canada Markets
Kawneer Co. Inc. plans to combine its
current Scarborough, Ontario, facility
and Mississauga, Ontario, service center into a new and expanded fabrication
center by the end of fourth quarter

Contents
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2010. New fabrication capabilities will
be added to its Montreal service center.
According to the announcement, these
changes also will provide customers in
Central and Eastern Canada with increased production, resulting in shorter
lead times and enhanced quality.
“This significant investment in
state-of-the-art fabrication equipment and technology will greatly improve our flexibility and capability to
service the needs of the Central and
Eastern Canadian markets in two
convenient locations and is a reflection of Kawneer’s commitment to the
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Canadian market and growing its
business with Canadian customers,”
says Tom Szematowicz, director of the
company’s service centers.

❙❙➤ www.kawneer.com

Clarification
Crystal Window & Door Systems has
clarified what the integration mentioned in a news story that ran in the
March 2010 USGlass, page 12, entails.
The company is combining the operations of its Chicago and New York facilities. The company states that neither
location is actually closing. ■

Pilkington Solar-E™
Solar Control Glass
Introducing Pilkington Solar-E™ Glass...
the world’s first color-neutral pyrolytic
solar control Low-E.
Pilkington is introducing another breakthrough in
pyrolytic solar control technology with a new
Solar-E™ family of products. This is in response to
the demand for lower solar heat gain, lower reflectivity
and glare control. Pilkington has added Solar-E™ on a
palette of natural colors - Arctic Blue, Blue-Green and
Grey to accompany Solar-E on clear and other
Pilkington Low-E pyrolytic products.
For more information please contact us at
800 221 0444 or visit our website
www.pilkington.com/na

Visit Pilkington at
the AIA Expo2010
in booth #1053

www.usglassmag.com
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GlobalUpdate
worldwide

Glasslam to Open Three New Locations
This Year; Closes Bahamian Plant
lasslam N.G.I. Inc., headquartered in Pompano Beach, Fla.,
has announced worldwide expansion plans for the company’s AirTight™ insulating glass foam spacer
products. Glasslam has approved the
investment for three new manufacturing facilities.
Among the new facilities is Air-Tight
UK Ltd. in Kent, UK. This factory will
service existing and new accounts in
the European market. Air-Tight™ UK
Ltd. is scheduled to open this summer.
According to information from the
company, the first of three extruding

G
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lines are almost complete and staff
training currently is underway.
In the third quarter of 2010 the company plans to open Air-Tight™ Asia Ltd.
in Kowloon, Hong Kong. This new facility, in partnership with Glasslam Asia
Ltd., will produce foam spacer products
for use in Asian markets.
Completing the company’s 2010 expansion plans will be the fourth quarter
addition of a new Air-Tight™ foam
spacer plant in the Southeastern United
States. Site search is underway in the
Carolinas for the best location for the
new facility. The company’s new Air-

Tight™ Smart Edge™ will be the focus
of the new operation.
This last announcement follows a
March 14 editorial in The Bahamas
Weekly, in which Steve Howes, chief executive officer of Glasslam N.G.I./ Fenestration and Glass Services Ltd.
announced that FGS would be closing
its facilities in Freeport, Grand Bahama
Island, and relocating that facility to
North Carolina.
Howes attributes the closure to challenges in working with the Grand Bahama Power Co., writing,“Ever since we
started to build our factories and then

www.usglassmag.com
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opening and running of our business
on this island we have been tricked, lied
to, overcharged and had our equipment
destroyed over and over again to the
point of having to run on our own generator to power our factories.”
He further notes, “… One of their
lawyers has sent us a threatening letter
and a cease and desist demand stating
that we can not run our own generator to
power our factories and yet they (the
power company) can’t supply us the
power we need without spiking our
equipment and stopping our production.”
Howes says that the company will re-

www.usglassmag.com
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tain a small satellite window factory on
the island but the closure will mean the
loss of more than five hundred jobs.
The factory has built hurricane protective windows, security glass and
decorative glass for doors for three
years on the island.

❙❙➤ www.glasslam.com

germany

SCHOTT
Modernizes Corporate
Headquarters with Glass
The 45-year-old administrative
building at the SCHOTT main head-
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quarters in Mainz, Germany, has been
renovated and expanded over a 15month period—and now features an
eye-catching 37,000-square-foot glass
façade.
“Our intention was to create a representative corporate headquarters that
focuses on glass as the main building
material in modern transparent architecture,” says Frank Bollmann, head of
real estate management at SCHOTT.
“With respect to the interior design as
well, we gave special attention to transcontinued on page 14
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GlobalUpdate
continued

parency and designing
inside this new section
open, modern offices.”
of the building.
Another objective was
The architects inteto bundle the central
grated the original exgroup functions at a
ternal façade of the
single location.
administrative buildThe expansion of
ing into the atrium
the office complex has
area. SCHOTT then had
resulted in an increase
the new glass façade
in the gross floor
glazed up to a height of
space
of
around
9.8 feet with Amiran
53,000 to 129,000
anti-reflective glass.
square feet. A fourth
Solar protection glazand a fifth floor were SCHOTT has updated its ing was installed up
both added on top of German headquarters with an above it, while 3,000
the 45-year-old ad- all-glass facade.
square feet of semiministrative building.
transparent thin-film
In addition, a new glass building was photovoltaic modules form the flat
built facing the street. An atrium that roof of the atrium. They cover a share
stretches out across all of the floors of the electrical power needs while
that is used to present products, permitting sunlight to pass through.
among other things, also was added In addition, they offer protection

14
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against thermal overheating as a result
of direct sunlight.

❙❙➤ www.schott.com

egypt

Sphinx Glass
Starts Production at
New Float Glass Factory
Sphinx Glass has started production
at its two million square foot greenfield
float glass factory. Company representatives say that the $200 million USD
facility, with its production capacity of
600 tons per day, is one of Egypt’s
largest producers of float glass.
Sphinx Glass is 51-percent owned by
GlassWorks and 49-percent by the
Dubai Group. The new factory, which
broke ground in October 2008, is being
licensed by PPG Industries in Pittsburgh. The contractor for the factory
was Ianua S.p.A.

www.usglassmag.com
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“We are very proud to have collaborated with the best in the industry in
both contracting and technology. The
plant will be manufacturing glass
under a licensing agreement from PPG
Industries,” says Mohamed Khattab,
Sphinx Glass chief executive officer.
Sphinx Glass will supply the local
market with high-quality float glass
and export to the Middle East and
Africa. In addition to clear float glass,
Sphinx will be the first factory in Egypt
and North Africa to produce colored
and coated float glass. The factory’s
output will primarily be for applications in the construction and automotive industries.
“GlassWorks’ investment in the
Sphinx Glass plant reflects our belief in
Egypt and the region’s strong competitive advantages in the global glass industry,” says Hisham El-Khazindar,

Search

managing director and co-founder of
GlassWorks’ parent, Citadel Capital.
“With a large supply of high-quality
raw materials, low energy and labor
costs and a geographic location that
easily supports exports, the country is
perfectly suited to become an important manufacturer and exporter of both
float and container glass.”

❙❙➤ www.sphinxglass.com

luxembourg

FeneTech to Open
European Operation
FeneTech, the Aurora, Ohio-based
software manufacturer of FeneVision®
ERP software, has opened its European
operation, FeneTech Europe SARL,
based in Strassen, Luxembourg. The
company will handle all sales, implementation, support and training services for its European customer base
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from this office. Local engineering staff
has been hired and additional positions
will be added on an ongoing basis.
“FeneVision is truly exceptional software, but to do even more business in
Europe, to offer the best customer service, the implementation teams must
speak the local languages, understand
the different manufacturing methods
in order to provide excellent support to
our customers. This is the reason the
company was formed,” says Horst
Mertes, managing partner of FeneTech
Europe SARL.
In addition, the company has
launched a German language website,
www.fenevision.com/de, to better serve
all the interested companies in the German speaking parts of Europe. The site
follows FeneTech’s partnership with
Austrian-based SoftSolution GmbH.
❙❙➤ www.fenetech.com ■
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Messe Düsseldorf
North America
150 North Michigan Avenue
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Chicago, IL 60601
Tel. (312) 781-5180
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E-mail: info@mdna.com
http://www.mdna.com

For hotel and travel
arrangements:
TTI Travel, Inc.
Tel. (866) 674-3476
Fax (212) 674-3477
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Legislation Legal
Small Glass Shops, Glaziers Share
Concerns Over Healthcare Legislation
ith Congress’ passage of
sweeping healthcare legislation, glass company owners
large and small now are asking how
their business will be impacted by the
new rules.
When Sen. David Vitter (R - La.) addressed the 2010 Spring Meeting and
Legislative Conference of the Window
and Door Manufacturers Association,
he explained that the law will require
that small employers provide healthcare coverage to their employees—or
pay a fee of $750 per employee per year
to the government. However, the national average for costs of healthcare for
small businesses per employee is
$6,100, according to Vitter.
“Millions of employees are going to
be dumped off coverage they’re reasonably satisfied with,” he said.
A provision that would have required
construction companies with annual
payrolls valued at more than $250,000

W

and more than five employees to provide healthcare insurance to their
workers was removed from the legislation prior to passage. However, the administration is expected to move the
provision through a later legislative vehicle, according to an article in The Hill.
Ed Zaucha, chief executive officer of
contract glazing firm APG International, told USGlass, “APG - International (like the majority of union
construction companies) provides full
health care coverage for its employees.
We strongly believe that is the responsible thing to do. No employer, regardless of how small, should be exempt. As
an employer, accepting a $750 fine
would be a fraction of what we pay for
our employee health care coverage,”
says Zaucha.“The problem of the uninsured in the United States is pervasive
and must be dealt with. We should not
have a health care bill with thousands
of exceptions. I strongly believe that

Small glass shops are preparing for the potential impact of healthcare
legislation on their business.
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health care in the United States must be
approached similarly to public education and that is that each community
has an obligation to make sure that
every citizen is covered by a basic
healthcare coverage. Like public education, there are individuals who would
like something better and, accordingly,
they should be permitted to purchase
better coverage (just like private education options).”

Minnesota Senate Bill
Could Amend State’s
Law Relating to Window
Fall Prevention Devices
A Minnesota senator has introduced
legislation that would exempt windows
with a sill bottom of more than 22
inches above the finished floor from the
state’s law regarding window fall prevention devices. Currently, the code exempts windows in which the bottom of
the sill is more than 24 inches above the
finished floor.
The bill, introduced by Sen. Linda
Berglin (D), would add the following
language to the law: The rules shall not
apply to windows with a sill bottom of
more than 22 inches above the finished
floor.
If passed in its current form, the bill
also would require the state’s commissioner of labor and industry to amend
the state’s building code to comply with
the law.
The current law, passed in 2008, addresses window fall prevention devices,
including safety screens, hardware,
guards and “other devices that comply
with the standards established by the
commissioner of labor and industry.”
Berglin introduced the bill on March
1. It has been referred to the Senate’s
business, industry and jobs committee.
www.usglassmag.com
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U.S. District Court Denies Summary
Judgment on Installer’s Travel Time Claims

A

U.S. District Court in Charhad
previously
lottesville, Va., recently
used the comruled that it would not
pany vehicle “in
make a partial summary
an unauthorized
judgment in the case
manner.” Likeof a glass installer’s
wise,
BECCM
suit against his forclaimed that, on
mer
company,
the days when
BECCM Co. Inc.
Jackson trav(doing business
eled to the ofas both Albefice to pick up a
marle Glass &
company vehiMirror Co. and Vircle and had to return it
ginia Glass Co.), with
at the end of the day, he
regard to his travel
had the option of
time claims alleged in Glass shops should make sure rules regarding use of company vehicles using his own perthe suit. Installer are understood by all employees before they drive off the lot.
sonal vehicle to
Keith Jackson worked
travel to the jobsite
for the company from January 2008 jobsite, though BECCM had advised and back, without an additional stop
to February 2009 and filed the suit him the company would compensate at the office.
last August, making several claims him for one leg of the trip each day
Judge Norman Moon wrote in his
against both his former employer and only—either his time driving to the opinion, “Though BECCM has stated
BECCM director and president Brent jobsite or back to the office.
in its answer that it did, in some inWright. Among other issues, the suit
Jackson alleged that this violates stances, require plaintiff to return to
addressed the topic of travel times the Fair Standards and Labor Act the corporate office at the end of the
for glass installers and whether in- (FSLA) and that the business was “re- workday, that requirement may well
stallers should be compensated for quired under the FLSA to compensate have been in place only to the extent
that time in certain instances.
Mr. Jackson and the similarly situated that plaintiff chose to partake in the
Jackson claimed that, in various in- employees for their work and travel benefit of employer-provided transstances, he was required to report to time at an hourly compensation rate portation. The pleadings do not make
the office of the glass shop, pick up a and at time-and-a-half for any and all clear that the plaintiff was absolutely
company vehicle and then travel overtime hours worked …” according required to return to his employer’s
elsewhere to complete a job. At the to the original suit, filed in August office at the end of the day. Rather,
end of the day, he would then return 2009.
the entirety of that requirement may
the vehicle to the office, according to
BECCM has since filed a counter- well turn on the employee’s voluntary
the case. Jackson claims that he claim against Jackson, alleging that he decision to use an employer-provided
should have been compensated for was required to return the vehicle to vehicle, rather than to use his own
his travel time both to and from the the business each day because he transportation.” ■
www.usglassmag.com
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ContractGlazing
Industry Approves of Building STAR
Legislation—with Commercial Caveats
ecently introduced legislation
that could help spur new jobs
for the construction industry
has seen a largely favorable response
from members of the glass and fenestration industries. Senators Jeff Merkley
(D-Ore.) and Mark Pryor (D-Ark.), cosponsored by Senators Debbie
Stabenow (D-Mich.), Sherrod Brown
(D-Ohio), Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) and
Ben Cardin (D-Md.), introduced the
Building STAR Energy Efficiency Rebate Act of 2010 on March 4. The
“Building STAR” bill is intended to create jobs by promoting the installation
of energy-efficient renovations in commercial and multi-family residential
buildings. By utilizing rebates and lowinterest loans, the Building STAR program leverages between two and three
dollars in private investment for every
federal dollar spent.
“Buildings represent 40 percent of
the energy used in the United States,
and many have old equipment that
waste energy and money,” says Senator Pryor. “Investing in energy-efficiency retrofits for industrial,
commercial and multi-family buildings can drive economic recovery by
saving small businesses money,
spurring construction and manufacturing and creating hundreds of thousands of good jobs across America.”
The rebates would cover approximately 30 percent of the cost of installing energy-efficient products
and/or providing related services. Windows, for example, must have a maximum U-factor and solar heat gain
coefficient as certified to National Fenestration Rating Council standards. The
only downside, from the perspective of
the commercial glass industry, is that
curtainwall and storefront windows

R
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would not be eligible for the rebate, as
the bill is currently written.
“On the surface, the Building STAR
program certainly appears to have the
potential to provide significant benefits … however, we will continue to
monitor the details of this proposed
legislation as they become available,”
says Bill Yanek, executive vice president
of the Glass Association of North
America (GANA). “Significant energy
savings could be realized through energy-efficient renovations in commercial and multi-family residential
buildings that focuses on energy-efficient glass and glazing.”
Although supportive of the overall
bill, GANA has released a position
paper for the industry calling for proposed improvements for commercial
windows and glazing. Pointing out
flaws in the current draft version of the
legislation, the paper offers various proposed corrections in order to properly
define what commercial fenestration
qualifies for rebates. It also addresses
other issues in the proposed legislation,
such as the requirement of NFRC certification for circumstances in which
NFRC ratings can’t apply, including
glazing-only replacements.
Rich Walker, president and chief executive office of the American Architectural Manufacturers Association
(AAMA) agrees that the legislation is a
positive step, although AAMA is one of
several organizations that has supported changes to the bill.
“Spurring retrofits of commercial
and multi-family buildings through
Building STAR can start to reverse the
downward trend in construction and
manufacturing by leveraging privatesector investment to create jobs,”
Walker says. “We believe the Building

STAR program should be included in
the federal ‘jobs bill’ because it would
help create at least 150,000 high-quality
jobs during 2010 in every part of the
country. We encourage individuals to
contact their Senators to express support for the bill.”
Building STAR is expected to begin
creating jobs immediately and is projected to create as many as 150,000 jobs
in some of the economy’s hardest-hit
sectors, including the construction industry, over the next two years. In addition, Building STAR is expected to
save building owners more than $3 billion on their energy bills annually by reducing enough peak electricity demand
to avoid the need for thirty-three 300megawatt power plants. It will also reduce the pollution that contributes to
climate change by 21 million metric
tons, or the equivalent of nearly 4 million cars’ emissions each year, according to the American Council for an
Energy-Efficient Economy.
Building STAR is similar to “Home
STAR,” a parallel program put forward
to offer energy-efficiency assistance to
homeowners.

Wisconsin’s Union
Glaziers Open New
Training Center
On February 1 Painters and Allied
Trades District Council No. 7, an affiliate of the International Union of
Painters and Allied Trades (IUPAT),
started operating out of its new offices
and training center in Big Bend, Wis.
The new center has approximately
40,000 square feet of dedicated training
space of which about one third is being
used for glazing apprentice instruction.
“We are excited to finally be able to
offer our glazing contractors a signifiwww.usglassmag.com
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Grace under ﬁre.

With the completion of its training mock-up, IUPAT District Council 7 will be
better able to prepare glaziers for the field.

cant improvement in the training of
glazing apprentices,” says IUPAT training director Adam Holmes. “We hope
this will translate into improved profit
margins for them, as well as a closer
working relationship.”
Joel Allen, business representative for
IUPAT District Council No. 7, explains
that the new building more than
quadruples the previous training center, and improves accessibility by combining the training ground and offices
into one location.
“It is quite impressive, but it is still a
big empty space right now,” Allen says
of the brand new facility. “We’ve got the
skeleton of the glazing mock-up set up
right now, and it’s huge.”
The more than $40,000 mock-up
currently is being adapted so that apprentices in other trades—drywall finishing and painting apprentices also are
www.usglassmag.com

trained here—can use it as well.
“We are working toward being able
to offer training and certification in
the installation of [skylight systems],
as well as point-supported training
… This will be in addition to the
storefront, curtainwall, mirror and
heavy tempered instruction we do
normally,” Allen adds.
At this point the district is still waiting for increases in numbers of apprentices, but Allen is optimistic that
the new training center will soon be
put to good use.
“We had a very large lot going
through and of course a lot of them
have completed—but we are interviewing a lot of people,” he says. He
adds, “Work in our area is projected to
pick up this spring, and then 2011 is
considered to be turn-around year.”
❙❙➤ www.iupatdc7.com ■

Aluﬂam offers true extruded aluminum doors, windows and walls which are
ﬁre-rated for up to 60 minutes. These systems blend
perfectly with non-rated
storefront and curtain wall
systems with clear glass
and extruded aluminum
proﬁles. Specifying Aluﬂam
allows you to provide ﬁre
safety while reaching for
your design goals.
Visit www.aluﬂam-usa.com

Fire-rated aluminum window
and door systems

15551 Industry Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Ph: 714.899.3990
Fax: 714.899.3993
E-mail: info@aluflam-usa.com
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Distribution Production
Fire-Rated Glass Production Shows
Increases Across North America
ire-rated glass is proving popu- of its facility in mid-town Toronto to plant far away in a farmer’s field somelar, according to the recent ex- add more production capacity and ac- where,” says Fred Fulton, sales manager.
“Many local customers like to pick up
pansions and partnerships of commodate a new lamination line.
their glass and appreciate the superseveral manufacturers and distribfast turnaround we can offer them
utors of these products.
from our central location.”
Pilkington Fire Protection Glass
Finally, Kawneer Co. Inc. has anGroup in North America has installed
nounced a strategic partnership
a new glass cutting line to cut Pilkwith Forster Profile Systems, a manington Pyrostop® fire-rated glass.
ufacturer of steel and stainless steel
“The new equipment represents
framing systems for fire-rated and
a major investment for us but will
non-rated applications. Through
significantly increase our performthis exclusive partnership agreeance and quality to meet future
ment, Kawneer will distribute
sales growth,” says Bret Penrod,
Forster’s framing systems through
general manager. “We added this
its customer network.
equipment to ensure that we can
“Providing customers with recontinue to meet our customers’ demands quickly and efficiently with
sources to help them grow their
the best quality fire-rated glass
businesses is a priority for the comproducts on the market today.”
pany and is especially important in
Technical Glass Products (TGP),
today’s volatile economy,” says Bob
a fabricator and distributor of PilkLeyland, vice president of commerington’s fire-rated glass products,
cial operations for Kawneer. “This
recently moved into a new facility
new partnership offers our cusin Toronto designed to provide
tomers a tremendous opportunity
Canadian customers with fast and
to expand their businesses. As we
easy access to its fire-rated glass
face the future head-on, we look
and framing and other specialty arforward to the possibilities that this
chitectural glazing solutions.
alliance with Forster will bring.”
“Canada is an important market
In addition, fire-rated compafor us, and as construction begins Fire-rated glass suppliers are expanding their nies also are expanding their prodto rebound across the country, hav- distribution as these products grow in popularity. uct lines and capabilities.
ing additional fabrication capacity
Aluflam North America in Huntwill be critical,” says Ron Pitts, Cana“We added about 5,000 square feet to ington Beach, Calif., announced that it
dian sales manager. “We look forward our 27,000-square-foot building in has successfully completed UL fire testto continuing the tradition of providing Toronto,” says Jordan Richards, presi- ing of its 120-minute extruded aluthe Canadian market with expert cus- dent. “We’ve been in the same location minum curtainwall. The framing
tomer service and high quality, innova- on Railside Road for nearly 20 years profile for the 120 minute system is of
tive fire-rated glazing and specialty and sales of impact-safety fire-rated the same narrow extruded aluminum
glazing are at an all-time high for us, so design as the company’s other products.
architectural products.”
TecniGlas, a Canadian fire-rated and we are investing into the market.”
The system can be specified for interior
“Our Railside Road location is near and exterior applications, and is detechnical glass distributor and sister
company of Glassopolis, also has ex- the intersection of Toronto’s major high- signed to maximize light and vision
panded in the Canadian market. The ways 401 and 404 so it made sense for us
company has announced the expansion to expand here rather than build a new
continued on page 22
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Distortion bites.

Our new PYRAN® Platinum glass-ceramic is the only fire-rated glass that’s as
clear and distortion-free as window glass.
Meet the top dog in fire-rated glass. PYRAN Platinum glass-ceramic offers stunning optical
quality and clarity with virtually no distortion. And a level of fire safety you can really sink
your teeth into. PYRAN Platinum fire-rated glass-ceramic meets UL requirements and, when
laminated or with surface-applied safety films, it also meets ANSI and CPSC standards for
impact resistance. SCHOTT is dedicated to our environment, so PYRAN Platinum glassceramic is environmentally friendly. In fact, it’s the first glass-ceramic produced without
heavy metals arsenic, antimony and barium. It comes in large sizes and is easy to get your
paws on through our distributors. To bone up on PYRAN fire-rated glass-ceramics, call us
at 502-657-4417 or visit us at www.us.schott.com/pyran.

SCHOTT North America, Inc.
5530 Shepherdsville Road
Louisville, KY 40228
Phone: 502-657-4417
Fax: 502-966-4976
pyran@us.schott.com
www.us.schott.com/pyran
©2010 SCHOTT North America, Inc.
® PYRAN Platinum is a registered trademark of SCHOTT AG, Mainz, Germany
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Distribution&Production
continued

Vetrotech Helps Achieve
Fire-Rated Transparency
Architects want creative freedom and
maximum transparency, while at the same
time respecting fire resisting building regulations. To provide just that, Vetrotech SaintGobain in Auburn, Wash., has introduced
the SGG Contraflam Structure all-glass system, suitable for interior applications such
as partition walls in offices, schools, conference rooms or in shopping centers.
The SGG Contraflam Structure is a
patented system for architects and de- The
Shell
Research
and
signers who want to create more trans- Technology Centre in Amsterdam
parency where they might otherwise be features fire-resistant glass.
restricted by building and fire codes. The
system consists of SGG Contraflam-60 sheets connected by a thin border (either a small H-Profile gasket or a silicone seal joint) that results in a fire resistant seal. SGG CONTRAFLAM is a fire-resistant and fully insulating system
produced from lites of multi-laminated and tempered safety glass, separated
by clear intumescent interlayers.
❙❙➤ www.vetrotech.com
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while blending in with standard nonrated aluminum products. The system
is comprised of custom-extruded and
filled aluminum framing combined
with clear, safety- and fire-rated glass
by Vetrotech Saint-Gobain.
And SAFTI FIRST in San Francisco has
added SuperLite X-90, a new 90-minute
vision lite solution, to its SuperLite line.
The company reports that its new product is an economical fire- and safety-rated
glazing that meets all the standards for
90-minute temperature rise doors. This
non-wired clear glazing provides visual
clarity and is impact safety-rated to meet
federal and code requirements. It can be
used in any listed vision lite frame and
comes with a lifetime warranty from the
factory. Listed and labeled by
Intertek/Warnock-Hersey, SuperLite X-90
is manufactured in the USA for fast lead
times and competitive pricing. ■
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Getting the job done
just got a whole lot easier.
Products for the glass, mirror and stone professional. Glazers Choice supplies heavy
duty glass handling, stone handling, glass storage and stone storage systems.
Our superior mirror mounting tapes and
Glass and More cleaner are field proven.
Customer service with prompt answers,
order processing, and timely shipping is
our highest priority.
Glazers Choice® Mirror Mounting Tape and
Groves Glass and Stone Storage Systems
are just two of the many products available
through Glazers Choice.

Call now to
place your order!

888.655.3430

Orders can be phoned to 888.655.3430
or faxed to 877.893.3337. Product
descriptions, literature and pricing are
on line at glazerschoice.com. Get the
job done easier with Glazers Choice.

888.655.3430 • glazerschoice.com
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HardwareNews
product news

Kaba Integrates Certified CHUID
Readers into Standalone Locking Devices
aba Access Control in WinstonSalem, N.C., has introduced the
E-Plex 5800 series, the only
standalone access control system approved by GSA to meet FIPS 201 requirements (PIV, PIV-I, TWIC, CAC,
FRAC, etc.).
The system can be used by simply
enrolling FIPS 201 cards right at the
reader without requiring any software,
or using software where users can
check card validation against the Federal Bridge PKI, import photos, set access schedules, retrieve audit trails, etc.
The E-Plex 5800 series is offered as

K

an economical solution to online systems that may not be practical or affordable in many applications.

❙❙➤ www.kabaaccess.com

DORMA’s New
Device Combines
Durability and Aesthetics
DORMA Architectural Hardware in
Reamstown, Pa., has introduced a line
of Grade 1 narrow stile exit devices that
combines performance and durability
with a compact configuration. The
9600/9700/9800 Series narrow stile devices have been tested beyond

Three coatings. ONE machine.
Ceramic. Silicone. AND Transparent.
Reverse ceramic or silicone coating
and direct etch coating.
Only with the Union Tri-Coater.
For spandrel glass or transparent glass production,
Union Tool’s new glass Tri-Coater delivers
controllable, high quality coat thickness every time.
Long a leader in roller coater technology, the
Tri-Coater features a unique design that allows
reverse coating of either ceramic frit or silicone
based coatings. And with the same machines
you can direct coat transparent or etch coatings.
Union roller coaters provide superior results compared
to spray, curtain coater or silk screen application
methods. You’ll get smoother, better quality coats with
less striations and ease of changeover from color to color
– or product to product.

The new glass Tri-Coater. Only from The Union Tool
Corporation. Visit our website to find out more.

The Union Tool Corporation
574-267-3211

E-mail: sales@uniontoolcorp.com
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Financing
Options
Available

www.uniontoolcorp.com
www.usglassmag.com
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DORMA’s new 9600/9700/9800
Series narrow stile devices have been
tested beyond 2,500,000 operating
cycles.

2,500,000 operating cycles. The exit devices have been designed to retrofit
DORMA’s 5000 series and most other
manufacturers’ narrow stile devices.
The 9600 Series (concealed vertical
rod) and 9800 Series (surface vertical
rod) narrow stile exit devices use
heavy-duty castings for extra durability. The 9700 Series (RIM chassis) features heavy-duty 1020 grade carbon
steel casting for a latch bolt static load
rating of 1,500 pounds, more than three
times the ANSI/BHMA 156.3, Grade 1
standard for exit devices.

❙❙➤ www.dorma-usa.com

events
September 14 - 23, 2010
35th Annual DHI
Convention and Exposition
Sponsored by the Door and Hardware
Institute (DHI).
Navy Pier Festival Hall.
Chicago.
Contact: Stephen Hildebrand at
717/859-5905.

We Want to Hear from You
Submit your hardware company
news and product releases today to
mheadley@glass.com. ■
www.usglassmag.com
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ShowCase
storefront and curtainwall

YKK Expands
Its enerGfacade
YKK AP America in Austell, Ga., has
expanded its enerGfacade family with
the addition of two new aluminum fenestration products for commercial use:
the MegaTherm® XT entrance and YCU
750 TU unitized curtainwall. The most
energy-efficient, aluminum swing entrance system in its class, the MegaTherm XT entrance provides resistance to
energy loss and achieves U-factors as
low as 0.49 when used with standard
low-E glazing. The YCU 750 TU is the
first dry-glazed unitized curtainwall

system manufactured in the U.S. that
features a polyurethane barrier to minimize energy transfer.

❙❙➤ www.ykkap.com

NFP Introduces Strong
Storefront Options
National Fenestration Products Inc.
(NFP) in Pompano Beach, Fla., is aiming to combine two of today’s biggest
glass demands—impact resistance and
energy efficiency—in its entrances and
storefront products.
All products are tested to meet the
most stringent Miami-Dade, Fla., requirements for hurricane high wind
events and large missile impact. The
products feature aluminum frames
and Glasslam’s SPII laminated glass or
Sudden Impact® insulating impact
glass.

❙❙➤ www.nfpimpact.com

By utilizing pre-engineered outriggers, louvers and fascia, designers can
mix and match components to maintain consistency between the curtainwall and storefront areas of the overall
building façade when sunshades are
desired. The sunshade is pre-engineered and easily assembled using
screw spline joinery and then attached
to a channel that is bolted to the Trifab®
vertical mullion, resulting in a 30-inch
projection.

Kawneer Complements Its
Storefront with a Sunshade ❙❙➤ www.kawneer.com
To address the growing demand for
sunshade applications for storefronts,
Kawneer Co. Inc. in Norcross, Ga., has
introduced its Trifab® SunShade. As an
easy-to-install option for the company’s Trifab® 451 and Trifab® 451T
storefront framing systems, Trifab®
SunShade combines energy conservation and aesthetics.

machinery and equipment

Bromer Adds Speed, Strength to Unloading Glass
Terrebonne, Quebec-based Bromer
Inc. is offering new equipment to help
glass companies reduce the risk of injury, while speeding up the process of
unloading cases of glass. Its new
spreader bar provides the extra
strength and speed needed for unloading these cases.
The steel spreader bar has a 4,500pound capacity. Anchors located
under the bar receive the forks from
the lift, enabling secure movement. When installed, the bar gives direct access to each case in the container, decreasing the time spent for receiving
glass cases.
❙❙➤ www.bromerinc.com
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adhesives

Andscot Helps
Hang Mirrors
Franklin Park, Ill.-based Andscot Co.
Inc. offers mirror installers Hang-It™, a
high strength adhesive backing that adheres to all mirror paint backings that
meet industry standards. According to
the company, Hang-It saves time and
labor when installing decorator mirrors. Installers need only peel off the
protective paper on the back of the
metal hanger, align the saw tooth slot of
the metal hanger with centering lines
established on the mirror and press it
in place.

❙❙➤ www.andscot.com

resources

GANA Releases 25th GIB
The Glass Association of North
America (GANA) has released its 25th
glass informational bulletin (GIB). Titled Detention Facility Glazing, the GIB
discusses technology and several test
standards used for detention facility
www.usglassmag.com
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glazing. It is available as a free download on the association’s website.

❙❙➤ www.glasswebsite.com/techcenter

doors and windows

Winco’s New Terrace Door
Complements Growing
Line of Blast Windows
Winco Window
Co. in St. Louis reports that it was
growing demand
from
securityminded private
sector and government
building
owners and managers that led the
company to develop a reinforced
factor y-glazed
blast protection
aluminum terrace
door. The door
complements its
other blast protection fenestration
products. The outswing door meets
strict Department of Defense blast mitigation requirements, while retaining
the aesthetics and total glass area of
non-reinforced exterior doors of similar appearance.
The company’s blast protection windows and doors are made with reinforced 3 1⁄4-inch aluminum frames and
feature a laminated interlayer behind a
sacrificial exterior lite of glass. All have
been successfully blast tested to over 7
psi and 48 psi-smec.

❙❙➤ www.wincowindow.com

Horton Adds SmokeRated Seal to ICU Door
Corpus Christi, Texas-based Horton
Automatics’ Profiler® self-closing ICU
door system is now available with a
smoke-rated seal. Exceeding NFPA 105
air leakage requirements, this system
needs no power and can be specified in
a single slide track or trackless configwww.usglassmag.com
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doors and windows

J.E. Berkowitz and Edgetech
IG Collaborate to RENOVATE®
J.E. Berkowitz
(JEB) in Pedricktown, N.J., has
spun off a new
division called
RENOVATE® by
BERKOWITZ
(RbB) to offer a
new,
patentpending technology that uses
existing singlepane units to
create an energy -ef ficient,
triple-pane system without the
investment of a
full replacement. The division and new product is in collaboration with Lauren
International’s Edgetech I.G., Lauren Manufacturing and Lauren Plastics.
The RENOVATE system can contribute 7 to 31 LEED® points and is manufactured to be retrofitted over existing glass from the interior of the building for minimal disruption of tenants.
RENOVATE includes iDea Seal® from Lauren Manufacturing, a custom
beauty cap and setting blocks from Lauren Plastics, as well as a custom version of Super Spacer® TriSeal™ from Edgetech, which provides a seal between
the units and helps to ensure optimal efficiencies and the long-term durability of RENOVATE systems. According to the manufacturers, RENOVATE can take
a R1 window to a R5.
In addition, JEB has established a certified dealer/installer network and provides two days of training. A certified installer is required to be present onsite
to ensure the overall quality and long-term performance of the system. RENOVATE has been through extensive testing, including installation in three beta
sites.
❙❙➤ www.jeberkowitz.com

uration for openings ranging from 7 to
9 feet.
In use, the sliding panel opens
manually like a regular ICU door and
then closes quietly as a person enters
or exits. If needed, the door can be left
open and comes with full break-out
capability. New options with this
smoke-rated system include an electromagnet hold-open device that ties
to the fire alarm system in a healthcontinued on page 28
April 2010 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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ShowCase
continued

care facility and will automatically
close the door when an alarm is activated. Another feature is the magnetto-latch option in place of the positive

latch; it keeps the door securely closed
and meets the requirements of NFPA
101.

❙❙➤ www.hortondoors.com

metal

metal

New Source for
Custom Brake Metal
Columbia Commercial Building Products LLC has announced that computerized, custom brake metal capabilities are
now available in its Rockwall, Texas,
manufacturing facility. This new equipment is expected to increase the company’s daily capacity for custom brake
metal orders significantly, while providing computer-aided dimensions for
more exact measurement, degree of angles and shape capabilities and reducing
material waste and production errors.
The company now has up to 12-foot
sheet length capabilities and can handle brake metal sheet thicknesses from
0.040 to 0.250.

❙❙➤ www.ccbpwin.com

Second-Gen Solucent™ Offers
Whole Building Shading
Cambridge Architectural in Cambridge, Md., has developed its Solucent™
mesh shading system to create a more comprehensive version for building exteriors. There are four different pre-packaged products that make up the second-generation product: veils are placed parallel to the building, fins are placed
perpendicular to the building, visors are placed perpendicular to the building
above windows and canopies provide an overhead exterior shade environment.
All of the products combine to provide various levels of shading and views on
various building facades.
The second generation of Solucent has been designed to impart the minimum amount of loading back into the curtainwall and to utilize the brackets of a wide range of curtainwall manufacturers.
❙❙➤ www.cambridgearchitectural.com

Quality Metalcrafts Offers
Stock or Custom Americlad™
Quality Metalcrafts LLC in Rogers, Minn.,
has released its Americlad™ insulating glazein panels to the marketplace. The panels are
offered in stock or custom sizes. Standard
and custom colors are available for prompt
turnaround.
In addition, the company has released two
new brochures highlighting the Americlad™
brand name. One brochure is dedicated solely
to architectural sun control devices, while the
other encompasses the entire Americlad™
product line.
❙❙➤ www.qmcrafts.com
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Mapes Reveals Its Flush
Mapes Industries
Inc. in Lincoln, Neb.,
designed its new panels to create a flush appearance with the wall
surface and framing.
MapeShape
panels
have formed edges that
can be glazed into
standard 1-inch glazing channels with
panel thicknesses up to
4 inches. Butt joint
panels also are available to eliminate exterior mullions in
some spandrel, curtainwall and window applications. Formed corner panels can eliminate the need for framing
or molding at corner transitions.

❙❙➤ www.mapes.com

glass handling

Pres-On Separator
Pads Protect
Glass During Shipping
When a job calls for the safe handling
of fragile glass, Addison, Ill.-based
Pres-On has separator pads to protect
employees and products.
Supplied in die cut sheets or on
www.usglassmag.com
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rolls, the pads are available in various
thicknesses, materials and sizes. Nonadhesive pads are self-sticking and
will not leave adhesive residue on
glass or metal, while the adhesive
backed pads are non-marring and
easily removed.
Pres-On separator pads are set between the glass pieces to absorb vibration, maintain position and prevent
breakage. Company officials also report that they are suitable for protecting aluminum window frames during
transport.
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glass

AGC Adds to Krystal Klear™ Glass Family

❙❙➤ www.preson.com

dynamic glazing

Pleotint’s New Product
Responds to the Sun
Pleotint LLC in West Olive, Mich., has
introduced a new thermochromic window. The sunlight responsive thermochromic
(SRT)
product
incorporates a PVB-based film with the
ability to absorb sunlight; as it does so,
its transmission levels lower. In an insulating glass unit the visible light
transmission goes variably from as low
as 5 to more than 50 percent, depending
on the glass used. The windows feature
all of the properties of PVB such as impact resistance, safety and sound reduction—all while providing an
adaptive glazing with a variable light
transmission, variable solar heat gain
and very low fading coefficient. As the
SRT product is sunlight-responsive, it
uses no power supplies, electrical wires
or control systems.

❙❙➤ www.pleotint.com

machinery and equipment

Glaston Offers Equipment
to Improve Quality
Finland-based Glaston has developed a number of solutions to help
fabricators upgrade their existing machinery. A high-speed infeed is available to improve the end product
quality of large glass lites (6 ½ feet or
longer) in continuous tempering lines.
By modifying the furnace entrance
www.usglassmag.com

AGC Glass Company North America says that its ultra-clear Krystal Klear™
glass family is the most transparent glass product available on the market.
With its visible light transmission rating of 91 percent and high shading coefficient, strength and durability, the glass is suitable for a wide range of interior
and solar applications. Easy to fabricate and process, the glass can be laminated, tempered, bent, silk-screened and insulated to meet many specific performance requirements.
Another product in the family, Krystal Patterns™, features a choice of 12 faultless patterns embedded in Krystal Klear glass to provide a wide variety of design possibilities. Company representatives say it offers the highest light
transmission of any rolled glass product and the patterns are suitable for interior applications. Krystal Patterns are available in a wide variety of thicknesses
and sizes.
Finally, Krystal Kolours™ incorporate Krystal Klear glass coated with a highquality, environmentally friendly paint and a layer of varnish to create bright,
opaque colors. Krystal Kolours are available in 25 standard colors, as well as
customized colors for large orders. The product can be ordered with a polypropylene film on the painted side of the glass that protects the layer of paint from
scratches. Antibacterial versions also are available.
❙❙➤ www.krystalklearglass.com

section, the glass enters at a high speed,
reducing leading and trailing edge
temperature difference along with
leading edge kink. The company’s
QMS™ quality monitoring system allows online quality observation and
monitoring of potential process failures. It captures and stores all process
data and then can print a quality management certificate. The SCS integrated
scanner measures and visualizes tem-

perature distribution of batch at the
furnace exit to improve glass quality
and yield. And the company’s cross
laser for suction cup positioning helps
accurately position those suction cups
to reduce set-up time; once the software has created the path, the operating head with the cross laser moves
automatically to the correct position
for suction cup placement.
❙❙➤ www.glaston.net ■
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Moving

Interior Glazing Offers New Opportunities for Some Contractors
by Megan Headley

T

people who maybe came to us last year
and got some pricing and weren’t quite
ready to do it then or saved their money
and now they’re saying, ‘oh, you came
out last June, now we’re ready for it.’
“I think starting in 2008 we saw fairly
steady decline,” Huff adds. “This spring
we’ve seen stabilization and even a little
bit of an increase. We’re actually expecting a fairly good second quarter,” he says.
Tropical Glass & Construction Co. in
Miami has been providing specialty installations for 65 years, and its glaziers
know where to look to find work in
their niche.
“We do expensive projects in highend malls that still have work,” says
Gene Lomando, general manager of
Tropical Glass.“There’s always turnover
and business from the high-end shops

Glaziers moving
to interior work may
find tighter timelines
and site constraints than they
faced on exterior projects.
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that come in. Although business is
down we still have found our niche to
be very profitable.”

Trends in Interior Glazing

Photo courtesy of Goldray Industries.

hey say it’s what inside that
counts, and that may be truer
than ever for the contract glazing
industry. As commercial work remains
slow, some glazing contractors are moving inside for the first time to take a
look at interior glass work.
“The exterior market has almost
come to a halt except for big projects,
the institutional stuff—the colleges
and hospitals, they’re doing fine,” says
Al Leonard of Trainor Glass’ Chicago
branch. “But the interiors have not
slowed down that much. We’re still
doing a large volume but we’re working
on a very, very small margin,” he adds.
Tom Huff, president of Go-Glass
Corp. in Salisbury, Md., is starting to see
more sales in residential and interior
glass projects. “This year we’re seeing

That niche benefits from the variety
of unique functional and decorative
glass products (and products that combine both of those characteristics)
available today.
Trainor Glass offers a wide range of
interior glass products, from glass
floors and ceilings to handrails and
shower doors, as well as most everything in between. “We’ve got the expertise to do just about anything,”
Leonard says.
That expertise gives Leonard a good
perspective on where demand is coming
from. “Back-painted glass is a very big
thing right now … back-painted glass
glued to walls, used as marker boards, in
various colors. They have a lot of options
there. One project that we’re doing right
now has one glass wall in every office.
They have meetings, they write on [the
glass] with a marker, and since it washes
right off when they’re not using it for a
meeting it’s decorative.”
Leonard adds that this item is popping up “on almost every project” these
days.
He says that decorative glass continues to grow in interior applications
such as partitions.
“For interior glass [architects] are
looking for more decorative glasses,
more laminated glasses, more obscure
glasses. Also, custom sandblasting artwork is very prevalent,” Lomando says.
Cathie Saroka, marketing director of
Goldray Industries in Calgary, has certainly taken notice of the trend toward
interior decorative glass products, with
increasingly detailed patterns, more use
of color and “definitely many more difwww.usglassmag.com
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Because interior glazing encompasses a variety of applications, these installers need a broad skill set.

ferent applications in which decorative
glass is being used.
“There is also an increase in the
number of glaziers who are willing to
purchase and install decorative glass,”
she says. “I’m not sure if that is because
they are becoming more comfortable
with the products or if this increase is
just a function of an economy in which
companies are pursuing projects that
they normally wouldn’t.”
Lomando also has noted an exterior
trend design that’s moving inside:
larger-than-ever lites.
“When we’re doing interior mall
fronts they’re looking for larger pieces
of glass, following a European trend,” he
explains. “The malls are accommodating us by opening their entrances so we
can bring larger and larger pieces of
glass in.”
“Larger panel sizes are also a trend
that we’ve been seeing more and more
of over the last few years,” agrees
Saroka.
Andrew Canter, Jr., president of
Ridgeview Glass Inc. in Upper Marlboro, Md., takes a more hardened look
at the latest trends to mark the interior
market. “It is the same as always—except for the pricing structure,” he says.
www.usglassmag.com

Adding Value
to Your Services
You might say that the increased competition among contractors is a trend
that’s as prevalent in the interior glass
market as the exterior: competition that
has doubled and tripled as contractors
bid on jobs they wouldn’t have normally
pursued a year or two ago.
“Just to give you an example, here in
Chicago … we have two or three glazing contractors that we compete with.
Well, now that the market is such that
there’s no exterior work, so all of these
exterior [contractors] are coming into
our clients trying to get interior work.
In one particular office that I’m thinking of we normally have two bidders
against us, and there are three prices.
Just recently they had nine prices,”
Leonard says.
“The interior glass market has definitely become more competitive over
the last year,” Saroka says. “We are seeing more manufacturers getting into
the decorative aspect of the glass industry and, like every other industry,
more supply forces the prices down.” In
some cases, she says, that means more
opportunities for customers “to use
more decorative glass even in projects
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Photo by Peter Beech.

with a tight budget, which again, increases demand for the products.”
“In both markets it’s difficult to sell
work at reasonable profit margins,”
adds Canter.“Usually there are different
competitors [in each market] but the
same problem: sell price versus reasonable profit.” Canter adds, “We are struggling to sell work, as we will not price
projects at a break-even point or a loss.”
Huff agrees that on the residential
side, too, customers are shopping
around among shops to find the best
deals. “They’re doing a lot more research,” he says.“We’re seeing more hits
to our website from people doing more
research before they come in and shop.”
Companies such as those surveyed
here aim to make their services—
rather than prices—the selling point
for owners and architects with tight
budgets.
To “add value” to his company’s
services, Lomando says, “We’re capable of doing all the parts that are necessary to do these wall fronts and
that’s what makes us very attractive in
the marketplace.”
Companies such as Trainor leverage
continued on page 32
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Glass marker boards are one decorative option
popping up in new applications.

their expertise and relationships with
the owners and architects to ensure that
they “still are able to get our share of the
work,” as Leonard says.
Huff says that leveraging existing relationships can prove particularly important now. “We just did a hotel, for
example, where we put in a partition as
they were changing the layout of the
lobby. That was the result of an existing
relationship with a customer we have.
For people [moving to interior glass
work], I’d say let your existing customers know the additional services
and products that you can offer. They
may think of you for the storefront or
for the service work but they don’t necessarily think ‘I should have my designer or architect contact them for
some ideas.’”
Through these existing relationships,
these glazing contractors are able to become resources to the client.
“A lot of times the architects don’t
have a lot of background as far as what
thickness to use, what the size restrictions are for the particular glass that
they want, etc. They’ll specify a size of
glass and not even do the research to
find out if it comes that large. They’ve
got to find out if it’s safety glass—
there’s a lot of stuff they want to use but
it can’t be used because it’s a safety
glass application,” Leonard says. A glazing contractor that can guide the architect toward the best materials for the
job becomes increasingly invaluable.
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“Just letting people know what’s out
there and what its qualities are and what
the price points are can probably lead to
some sales,” Huff says.“Take the painted
glass, for example—the price and availability has improved but a lot of people
may still not know it’s out there.”
Lomando agrees. “We find that more
and more architects are asking the glazing contractor before they make the design about what is available, what can
be done and then they go back and incorporate what’s available into their
plans,” he says.

Know Your—and
Your Site’s—Limits
Providing winning service can make
or break a contractor in this market,
these glaziers says—and many professionals moving into interior work may
not realize what it takes to offer that
service.
“That’s the problem because service
is the name of the game,” Leonard
says. “Because the time constraints are
so tight for interior work, as far as
completion is concerned, [new contractors] don’t have the manpower or
the ability to do the submittal
process, order the glass, get it surveyed and get it in on time. These
guys who don’t have the experience
are hurting the contractor. In the
long run it’s not a good deal for either the owner, the architect, or the
client or the contractor.”

Photo courtesy of Goldray Industries.

continued from page 31

Knowing the timelines is an important consideration—as well as knowing the site restraints on these interior
jobs.
“Some of these people who bid these
jobs have no idea of how long it’s going to
take to get the glass in … They don’t realize, for example, in an office building
how difficult it is to get into the dock, all
of the time lost down there waiting to get
your trucks in to get your glass in. They
think you can do it like a suburban job
where you just pull in the dock and unload your glass. That doesn’t hold true
here in Chicago,” Leonard says.
Canter agrees that the time schedules
are different for the interior jobs. “The
interior work is muck quicker and
much easier,” he says.
Saroka notes that the definition of “interior glazing” can be wide-ranging, so a
vast skill set may be required. “Interior
glass projects are often smaller in scope
and more customized and often require
innovative installation techniques,” she
says. “Interior decorative glass is often
more functional as there are so many
different applications in which it can be
used, so knowledge of many different installation methods is critical.”
“The market that we serve really requires you to be a generalist,” Huff adds.
“Generally there aren’t large enough
segments, especially right now, to be
able to specialize too much.
“The general contractors pursuing
interior work are usually not the same
as the general contractors pursuing
base building work,” Canter says. And,
these glazing contractors agree, forming relationships with those contractors—and store owners—is essential.
Paying attention to new businesses in
the local area could pay off if an introduction or sales pitch leads to a new
form of revenue. ■

M e g a n H e a d l e y is the
editor of USGlass.
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Sights and Sounds
Attendees Found
New Product Displays
and Learning Opportunities
at Glass Expo Midwest™ 2010
by Ellen Rogers
he economy may be in a recession, but that did not stop the
glass industry from taking part
in Glass Expo Midwest 2010. In fact,
some said they recession made it
more important than ever to be a part
of the show.
“Despite the economic conditions
it’s still important to be here and let
customers know that we are still a viable supplier,” said Rob Styka of Engineered Glazing Systems in
Merrillville, Ill. “Despite the concerns
in the marketplace, we are expanding
and hiring and getting ready for the
recovery.”
The two-day event brought industry
news, education, new products and networking opportunities, all designed
specifically for the glass and glazing industry. Exhibitors showcased some of
their latest developments, while a seminar program kept attendees aware and
informed about some of the changes
and developments that have been taking shape in the industry. The event, cosponsored by USGlass magazine, took
place March 16-17 at the Renaissance
Schaumburg Hotel and Convention
Center in suburban Chicago.

T
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Glass Products
Styka was not the only exhibitor to feel
that taking part in the event was important. Many others were on-hand with an
assortment of products and services.
Pilkington, for example, showcased
its Solar E products, now available on
different tints, such as gold. Sharon
Urban, marketing and communications
specialist for the company’s building
products division, said that this summer the company also plans to add
evergreen to the color mix.
PPG also exhibited and featured its
Pacifica and Solarblue products, which
the company’s Chris Holmes said were
available in a wide range of tints.
Dlubak of Blairsville, Pa., featured its
forced-entry and detention lines, including glass-clad polycarbonate and
all polycarbonate products. Both feature a urethane interlayer that is designed to create a high-strength bond.
Elmont Glass, based in Garden City,
N.Y., displayed a number of glass products, including switchable privacy
glass, radiant heat glass and fidelity
sound glass, which company president
Glen Greenberg explained, “makes the
glass become the speaker.”

Other products from Elmont included variable tint glass and switchable mirror.
“We customize the product to fit
customers’ doors and windows,”
Greenberg said.

Green and Other Colors
New patterns and colors were featured by Glass Craft & Mirror of Wixom,
Mich. Jessica Tokman, a designer with
the company, explained that decorative
glass products are popular among their
product lines, which also includes
carved, slumped and painted glass.
Decorative glass products also were
featured by GlasSource of Grand Haven,
Mich. In addition to offering 35 decorative patterns, the company recently
began offering backpainted glass as well.
“It is a water-based paint, so this is a
totally green product,” said Josh
Leonard, a regional sales manager.
Energy efficiency and sustainability
were themes for Austell, Ga.-based YKK
AP, which offered information on a
number of its new products at the show.
Tom Minnon said the YOW 350 XT—
an extra thermal window—has seen a
lot of interest.
www.usglassmag.com
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Learning Opportunities

“This is the direction the industry
is going,” he said. The architecturalgrade window is designed to ensure
high performance and operation with
thermal resistant properties.
In addition YKK also featured its
unitized curtainwall system.
“This is becoming very popular in
major metropolitan areas and it helps
minimize field labor,” Minnon said.

Hardware and Software
A number of exhibitors also featured new hardware products, including JLM of Oxford, Mich. Mary Hester
said the company’s newest product
was the Trine electric strike.
“The glaziers love it because they
don’t have to cut the frame to install
it,” Hester said.
First-time
exhibitor
Seaside
Frameworks of Dunedin, Fla., introduced its storefront and curtainwall
design software, a completely automated solution that the company’s
Rick Miner said has bidding, drawing
and fabrication capabilities. He said
the software has been well received
because it eliminates the need to drill
by hand.
www.usglassmag.com

When not walking the show floor, attendees had a chance to stay up-to-date
on the industry by participating in a
number of different seminars.
Lou Cerney of MTH Industries talked
about innovative glazing projects, including The Ledge, located on the Willis
Tower in downtown Chicago.
“The owners wanted to do something
unique to attract visitors to the tower,”
Cerney explained.
The Ledge features 6,500 pounds of
glass, 8,700 pounds of framing system and
was designed for 125-mile-per-hour wind
speeds. (See the October 2009 USGlass,
page 40, to read more about this project.)
Providing a review of economic trends,
Michael Collins of Jordan, Knauff and Co.
also spoke during the event.
“Everything you hear on the news
[about the economy] works it’s way into
your business, so it’s important that you
understand what’s going on,” he said,
and provided five reasons why slow
growth is likely in 2010:
1. Jobless recovery: based not on employee growth, but the hiring productivity
of the people a company has; this is the
same jobless recovery track of 1991-2001;
2. Rising saving rates: this is not necessarily great for the economy, because it
means people are not spending as much;
3. Continued excess supply in the housing market;
4. Small businesses are suffering as
there are tighter bank lending standards
for them; and
5. “Moral suasion” as governments are
starting to twist arms on why banks are
not lending.
But some good news, Collins noted, is
that the impact of the Stimulus plan will
last through 2011.
“Also, strong growth abroad will lift
U.S. exports and earnings,” Collins said.
The first-time homebuyers tax credit
also has been a positive point. Collins
reported that according to the National
Association of Realtors about 35,000 of
the 1.8 to 2 million buyers claimed the
tax credit last year.
Minnon also gave a presentation during the event, which focused on energy
codes and LEED.
The presentation covered the different
LEED rating system categories: sustainable sites, water efficiency, energy and atmosphere, materials and resources,
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indoor environmental quality, innovation
in design and regional priority.
There are a number of ways, Minnon
explained, that glass and glazing systems
can help a project earn LEED points. Sunshades, for example, might help a project
earn points in the on-site renewable energy category. Building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) also fall within this
category. Minnon used his own home as
an example, having just added BIPV panels last year (see the June 2009 USGlass,
page 20, to read more about this project).
“The meter on my house is running
backwards, right now,” said Minnon of
the installation.
Russ Huffer, chief executive officer of
Apogee Enterprises, also spoke about
BIPV and achieving zero energy systems.
He pointed out that Apogee, in fact,“spent
millions of dollars trying to develop solar
panels, but [we found] it wasn’t right and
that project has been abandoned,” he said.
Looking toward zero energy, Huffer
stressed the importance of understanding the values delivered by these systems.
“Why zero energy? Because commercial buildings generate half of all electricity used. Not only that, they are extremely
inefficient,” Huffer said.“Let’s simplify the
problem. Glass and metal systems transcend, absorb and reflect energy, so a lowE coating is a mirror to long-wave energy
efficiency. For most systems this can be
calculated and measured very accurately.
We know how much energy is coming in
on a hot day and leaving on a cold day,”
said Huffer. “Solar energy accounts for
most heat gain through our systems to the
inside of the building; air conditioning is
the primary cost for most buildings.”
He also noted, “We want the glass to
compete for use in zero energy buildings
… our designs have to compete aesthetically and designs have to compete economically. And the real measure of
energy performance is how much is
needed to mitigate the heat gain and loss
caused by our systems.”
Huffer continued,“All things considered,
what we’re already doing—dual-glazed
systems, low-E coatings, etc.—is better
than BIPV.We’re headed in that [BIPV] direction, but we can’t get there with today’s
technology because the payback is so
long,” he said, adding, “PV panels lose 1
percent of their output every year.”
continued on page 36
April 2010 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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Sites and Sounds
Continued from page 35

Specialty Programs
In addition to the glass-industryfocused programs, Glass Expo Midwest
also included sessions designed specifically for fenestration manufacturers
and architects. Fenestration Day™, organized by DWM, a sister publication of
USGlass, took place March 16 and covered a variety of topics. Some of the sessions included a panel discussion titled
“Specific Steps to Take Toward Being
Green,” and an update from the Department of Energy’s (DOE) Marc LaFrance.
LaFrance focused on the DOE’s activities including the much talked-about R5
windows volume purchase program.
In addition to Fenestration Day, the
Architects’ Educational Forum, organized by the Architects’ Guide to Glass &
Metal, also a USGlass sister magazine,
took place March 17. Presentations, included discussions of coated glass by
the Glass Association of North America; Sustainable Glazing and the LEED®
Green Building Rating System from
YKK AP; and How Structural Silicone

Spacers Contribute to Sustainable Window Design from Edgetech I.G.

Good Experience
Attendees who took part in this year’s
event agreed that the experience was
worthwhile and beneficial.
John Kachnik, manager of Fox Valley
Glass in St. Charles, Ill., said he chose to
attend to learn about what’s new in the
industry.
“Walking the floor, I visited every
booth to see what [the companies] were
offering and also did a lot of networking,”
said Kachnik.“I got a lot of good feedback
and I’m in discussions now with some of
the vendors there.”
Mark Pritikin, president of Creative
Mirror and Shower in Addison, Ill., said
six people from his company attended
the event.
“We like attending the regional
shows and this was a great opportunity to inteact with the vendors,” Pritikin said. “I think some vendors
make the mistake of not going to

[these shows] because of the economy,
but this is not the time to be cutting back
[on marketing].”
And in addition to the trade show and
seminar learning opportunities, attendees also found time to relax and network during the opening night cocktail
party on March 16. Taking place the day
before St. Patrick’s Day, attendees enjoyed
Irish fare and drinks, while also taking in
the sounds of the Wright Street band,
whose members even include some familiar faces from the glass industry.

Ready for Next Year?
Plans are currently in the works for
Glass Expo Midwest 2011. Look to
USGlass magazine for news and announcements about the event as they
are made available. ■

E l l e n R o g e r s is a
contributing editor for
USGlass magazine.

Glass Expo Midwest™ 2010 featured a variety of seminars on topics ranging from general business information to
architectural glass-specific topics. Among the speakers were (top, from left) keynote presenter Marilyn Moats Kennedy
of Career Strategies and Russell Huffer of Apogee Enterprises.
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The Search
n a drizzly day in March I made my way to Richmond, Va., to “secret shop” the customer service experience of five glass retailers
specializing in similar products. Under the guise of looking for
more information for a new shower door enclosure I was to rate the showroom displays, the customer service and the overall shopping experience
that retail customers regularly receive in these facilities.
A quick glance below will show that there are only three glass shops
profiled here. Of the five on my list, two had taken down their signs in a
grim nod to the economy. The three remaining shops—identified here
as A, B and C—provided some inspiration for this shower door seeker
and some surprises as to what makes or breaks a glass retail experience.
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for Retail
Excellence

Comparing Retail
Experiences at Three Glass
Shops in Richmond, Va.
by Megan Headley

Was the Website Informational?

Was the Store Easy to Find?

Shop A: This sleek website answered all of my questions
right away. It featured easy-to-navigate tabs directing visitors to learn more about the company’s products and services, photo galleries with striking examples of
custom work and detailed direction to the location,
in addition to a map.

Shop A: With directions from the website in hand, this
glass shop was very easy to find. It was conveniently located
right off the main road of this outskirt of Richmond,
which seemed to feature a number of new retail and
housing developments that would be needing glass.

A

Shop B: This website, too, answered all of my questions
right away, with information about its services on the homepage. Tabs at the top further broke down those services so
that visitors could see specific images of previously installed
shower door enclosures, mirrors, tabletops and commercial
projects. The company’s quote form, a field present on every
page in which potential customers could request an
estimate or more information, stood out as a handy
tool.

A

Shop C: This website did answer my questions, with its
images of shower enclosures that met my specific search
posted on the landing page. The front page listed the most
important information—contact information and the products and services offered. I also liked that the homepage focused on the fact that the shop’s “technicians are
certified and trained with over eighty years of combined service.”

Shop B: Thanks to the large, easy-to-spot sign
right out in front, this glass shop was very easy to
find from the main road.

A
A

Shop C: Though the logo was written large on its façade, I
had to make a U-turn to spot it, hidden as it was by
glass carriers. The sunken location might have benefited from a larger elevated sign.

C

Tip: If you do find yourself hidden on or off the main
road, make sure that you have either the consumer
advertising or the necessary signage to help potential customers find your business.

B

Tip: Maybe you can’t control the fact that you’re in
the last hidden building in the industrial park, but
you can and should make it easy for potential customers to find you online. More and more of your
potential customers are searching for their glass
solutions online, and this is your first opportunity to
show them that you have what they need. A website doesn’t have to be super-sleek and flashy—it
just has to provide information on the products
and/or services you offer and how to reach you for
more information.
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If visitors are navigating around glass carriers in an
unmarked lot, they might decide to keep driving to the
next glass shop.
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Good signage, like a good website, can help pull in potential customers.

Was the Parking Lot Clean?
Shop A: After several days of heavy rain this gravel lot did
not make for a good first impression. I imagine I
wasn’t the first person to track mud into the otherwise well-kept showroom.

D
A

Shop B: The parking lot was neat and had plenty of spots
for walk-ins to park, even with several large glass
carriers out front.
Shop C: This paved lot was cramped, crowded and confusing, with cars creating their own parking spaces.
I wondered how the shop’s glass carrier would find a
place to pull in.

C

Tip: If you’re going to put the time and effort in creating a showroom for retail customers, or expect to
have customers in your office for services such as
automotive glass replacement, then make sure
your parking lot reflects that retail experience. Did
I mention two of these glass shops were within five
miles of one another? Another consumer, upon
finding a contractor-oriented lot, might have just
kept on driving to the grade-A lot down the road.

Were the Windows Clean?
Shop A: It was a surprise to realize how much of a difference the clean windows made (perhaps because this was one
of the first glass shops I have ever visited that had them).
Though the building was small and the lot less than inviting,
the small showroom seemed open and airy because of the
large windows and spotless glass door. The first door I passed
on my walk through the lot, leading to a fabrication area, featured an easy-to-spot sign that cautioned “employees only,”
www.usglassmag.com

but a glimpse through the glass showed me an orderly area.

B

Shop B: The windows seemed clean enough, and the heavy
shades were open across the long length of windows,
although the overall interior area felt dark to me.

C

Shop C: These windows seemed a bit dingy from the exterior but clean enough once inside. The small sign
on the door closest to the parking lot could have used
a larger sign declaring “employees only.”

A

Tip: After visiting three different glass shops I can
tell you that having clean windows added to the
atmosphere of a showroom. Windows are your
products after all—show off those exterior windows and make your space inviting.

Were You Greeted Upon Entering?
Shop A: Two women sat typing in a designated reception
area, and the man speaking with them immediately turned
to greet me when I entered—although I never got a name,
or a card. From the man’s quizzical look, I guessed
they didn’t get many walk-ins, although he was
friendly enough in my case.

A

Shop B: As I entered I saw several people behind the reception counter, including two women typing that I took to
be the receptionists. After gauging the group, I tried a tentative hello. The woman closest to the door waved me on to her
partner, explaining her computer wasn’t working. A man
standing behind the counter jumped in and asked what I
needed, handing me a card, but was soon cut off by the recontinued on page 40
April 2010 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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The Search continued from page 39

ceptionist who claimed my attention and banished
him to the back office. She might have done better
to let the guy talk.

B

Shop C: Again, there were two receptionists sitting and
typing, one of whom greeted me promptly and asked what
she could do to help. When I explained that I was looking
for more information on shower doors, I was asked
to sit in the waiting area until the employee most
knowledgeable on that subject was available.

B

Tips: Whether you’re a customer service representative or an installer, if you’re behind the reception desk be sure to greet any walk-ins
promptly and politely. Remember the old adage,
“you don’t get a second chance to make a first
impression.”

Was the Store Neat and Clear of Debris?
Shop A: The man who greeted me quickly apologized for
the remodeling underway. As I glanced around I saw obvious evidence that the displays were not complete.
Even so, the store itself, including the aisles and reception area, was neat and clean.

B

Shop B: The store was very neat, with a few small window
displays scattered in an orderly fashion around the
floor. The reception desk was uncluttered with business cards readily available.

B

Were the Employees Polite?
Shop A: All employees were neatly dressed, and the polite
gentleman with whom I spoke was in khakis and a polo.
When I explained that that I was looking for information
and design ideas regarding shower doors, the guy excused
himself and went to retrieve a few brochures and
then returned to briefly answer my few questions.
Shop B: All employees were neatly dressed and the
receptionist with whom I spoke was very polite.

B
B

Shop C: All employees were neatly dressed; Tim, with
whom I spoke, wore a sweater and khakis and was
very polite and patient throughout, as were the customer service representatives.

A

Tip: Make sure your office staff reflects the professionalism of your business with appropriate
dress and conduct.

Were the Displays Neat?
Shop A: Although it was stressed that these displays were
being remodeled, what was already in place was striking. The
tiny space displayed small samples of shower doors with gold
and silver frames—one door in front of the other—as well
as a shower door sample with only a silver header and footer
and a final sample of a frameless door, highlighting the hardware. A blue glass bowl sink gave a nice indication of
the “and more” in the shop’s name. Once completed,
this showroom would earn an easy A.

B

Shop C: There was no showroom to speak of, just a waiting area, but it was well designed. The walls were decorated with a safety recognition notice from the Virginia
Glass Association, PPG ProStar posters with images of
windshield technicians, even a clock made to look like a
small windshield. In other words, everything on the walls
was glass- and business-related. The partition behind
which the receptionists sat was one long mirror, a unique
example of the shop’s work. A TV sat in one corner, surrounded by chairs. I also noticed, next to a box of glass
samples, a tray of snacks that I assumed people
waiting could purchase. It was a very simple but
well thought out waiting area.

Shop B: I glanced at a few small window displays spread
out around the office floor. However the dim lighting and layout wasn’t exactly conducive to browsing
the displays.

B

Shop C: Again, there weren’t really any displays in this
shop. As I began to talk to the employees there, a gesture indicated that there was, in fact, a small 1- to 2-foot square
sample of a shower door with an opaque glass and silver
frame. It wasn’t much to help me in my quest for design ideas.
Couple that with the lack of brochures and a photofree website, and I found myself without any kind of
indication of this company’s work.

Tips: Make sure your office and showroom space
is clean and orderly. Even if work is being done to
the space, make sure there are no tools or materials where a potential customer might trip.
That customer may find your office’s lack of organization to be an indicator of your business’
lack of order.

Tip: Don’t underestimate the usefulness of a
brochure, especially if you don’t have the space
available for a showroom. It’s a great idea to give
your walk-ins something they can walk out with,
something with your company name on it that
they can sit on their kitchen counter as they mull
over making the purchase. Ask your suppliers
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Glass customers will expect to see neat displays—starting with your shop’s clean windows.

about any brochures that they can pass along to
you, to pass along to customers.

mail down the road. It might not lead to a sale this
minute, but you should work to cultivate that interest into a sale.

Are the Employees Knowledgable?
Shop A: The person with whom I spoke provided me with
brochures applicable to my search; one from Southeastern
Aluminum Products Inc. featured several design ideas for
pivot door systems, while the other was a glossy put together
by Shop A featuring photographs of its impressive custom
glass work. I was given a ranging estimate for the
cost of installation and materials for a frameless
shower door but no other details.

Tip: Don’t sell your products short. If your walk-in
asks about a frameless enclosure, talk about how
great the value of that product is, not just how expensive it is. There are in fact consumers out there
looking to get a good deal on upgrading and/or remodeling their existing home in place of buying a
new home and want you to show them the value
of these popular options.

Shop B: Sadly, this is where the first impression let me
down. The customer service representatives pled ignorance
on the topic of shower doors. I was given a card with the cell
phone number for the residential door expert who was out on
a job, and told all the help I needed was just a phone call away.
The nice, big sign out front was a boon in pulling in potential passersby, and it was disappointing to be turned away
without an estimate, without a brochure, without
anyone trying to take my contact information and,
essentially, no interest shown in securing that sale.

How Was the Store Experience?

B

D

Shop A: The open showroom and the sleek modern displays might have brought me back for more information once
I had a concrete idea in mind of what I wanted for my shower
enclosure. But while the half-finished displays said I was in
the right place, the employees’ lack of interest in
pushing the sale made me think that maybe their
priorities were elsewhere.

B

Shop C: Tim answered my questions very thoroughly. After
pulling out his binder on materials and pricing, Tim took my
shower door size estimate, asked questions about the finish
style and type of glass I wanted, and provided me
with a breakdown of material and labor costs for
both framed and frameless shower doors.

Shop B: If seriously shopping around I might have called
the number I was given to get some more in-depth information about pricing and materials—for customers worried
about cost, the name coupled with the store’s tidy interior
might have been enough. But without so much as a photo of
their work to go on I’m not sure I would have bothered to check back with this shop on a more custom
install.

Tip: Don’t let a walk-in customer leave without taking their contact information, especially if you’re referring them to someone else. If someone was
interested enough to drop in, then you want to follow-up with a phone call or marketing piece in the

Shop C: If I were going to purchase a shower door based
on this trip, I probably would have bought it here. Despite the
lack of displays or photos, which would have been a
big help, the attentiveness of the employees here
would have made the sale. ■

A
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Visual Effects
A special section of
USGlass magazine

colorful glass

Explosive Color
Combining fantasy and function, Liquid Lava™ from Jockimo Inc. can be
used in array of applications that burst to
life when pressure is applied to the tiles,
which have undergone high-pressure testing and are UL approved for safety and
durability. The Liquid Lava itself is a nontoxic substance and the tile materials used
are eco-friendly polycarbonate.
Liquid Lava is available in an array of
standard colors or can be customized upon
request. Likewise, a variety of tile shapes
are also available. Corporate logos or photos can be placed inside the tiles as well.
In addition, Liquid Lava TransLava™
stone alternatives

Solid Surfaces
Combining the practicality of glass, with the natural beauty of materials such as
stone, granite or marble, Dreamwalls, part of the Gardner Glass family of products, has developed its Marble Glass. It is available in more than 60 designs taken
from high resolution digital images using full-size slabs of stone and marble, and
then technologically bonded to glass.
According to the company, the new marble glass products are durable, easy to
install, non-porous and do not require additional sealing or periodic maintenance.
The product can be used in a variety of applications such as tiles, shower walls,
cabinet doors, bath and toilet surrounds, back splashes, countertops, office partitions, as well as many others. It comes in 4- X 4-inch sizes up to 60- X 130-inches
and can be fabricated as annealed, tempered and laminated glass. Safety-backing,
hole-drilling, custom shapes, and finishing edge work are also optional.
◆ www.dreamwallsstone.com

products provide a transparent background that comes to life with underlighting and Living Surfaces™
Sketch™ tiles allow for handprints and
footprints to appear in detail and slowly
fade back into the tiles. The Liquid Lava
products can also be used in applications such as bar tops, tabletops, counters, backlit panels, ceilings and more.
◆ www.jockimo.com
decorative door glass

Knock on This
Four new decorative
door glass designs—
the Mediterranean,
Avalon, Prairie Bevel
and Teton designs—
are now available from
ODL in Zeeland,
Mich.
The Mediterranean
option is characterized with old world
style that features
winsome wrought
iron contours, stately
arctic glass and refined antique elegance. The Avalon option has a classic,
traditional design and features satin
nickel caming, clear criss-crossed bevels
and soft gray wave glass.
With a handcrafted-look, the new
Prairie Bevel option features patina
caming, clear bevels and Eaton glass,
while the Teton door glass features satin
nickel caming and clear bevels and has a
contemporary style.
◆ www.odl.com
glass tiles

Get Planked
Crossville® based in Crossville, Tenn., has
made its glass tile products available in plank
shapes. Depending on the product selected,
available widths include 2-34⁄ inch, 3-34⁄ inch,
5-3⁄4 inch or 7-3⁄4 inch. Lengths include 8-,
12-, 14-, 16-, 18-, 20- or 24-inches.
continued on page 44
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What does invisible look like?
It’s Krystal Klear™—the most transparent low-iron glass on the market. Ultra
transparency delivers truer colors, faultless patterns and uncompromised views.
Next time, don’t just use glass that says it’s clear—make it Krystal Klear.
For a sample, call us at 1-800-251-0441 or visit www.KrystalKlearGlass.com.
© 2010 AGC Flat Glass North America. All rights reserved.
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Visual Effects
A special section of
USGlass magazine

Hartung Glass Launches Decorative Glass Brand

“With the growing popularity of
plank shapes being used in tile installations, it was only natural for Crossville
to look to its custom-cutting capabilities
to respond to its customers’ needs,” says
Frank Douglas, Crossville’s vice president
of business development.
◆ www.crossvilleinc.com
etched glass

Four New Selections
The Italian decorative glass company Omnidecor recently introduced
its Elettra, a collection comprised of
new formats and features that includes
both flat surfaces as well as four differ-

Hartung Glass Industries has launched
a new decorative glass product line under
the brand name Hartung Studio. The company describes Hartung Studio as a line of
products that represent “the nearly limitless combinations of color, translucence,
texture, imagery and opacity that is created by blending Hartung’s IMPRESSIONS
screened glass with IMPACT Decorative by
Lami Glass.”
In addition, the company also developed
a new website and eight-page color
brochure that highlights its products and
applications including IMPRESSIONS ceramic frit, SURESTEP stair treads and flooring, Viewcol high resolution film and
TOTAL vision frameless entrances, doors and showers.
◆ www.hartungstudio.com

ent patterns: Barcode, Structure, Tree,
Diamond.
In addition, the company says the
colors of the collection are the result of
highly sophisticated research. They present a chromatic range to diversify and
combine the same nuances, with a sophisticated selection and alternating
bright/opaque for an ever-appealing
choreographic impact.
◆ www.omnidecor.net
channel glass

Catch a Wave
Design professionals looking for dynamic glazed surfaces now have a new
channel glass profile to choose from,
the Pilkington Profilit™ wave from
Technical Glass Products (TGP). According to company information, the
wave-shaped channel glass system creates distinctive design optics and
translucent surfaces for façades, interiors and object architecture.
The new system features a symmetrical ridge texture that can intensify color
and light to form dramatic optical variations. When viewed laterally, joints between the glass channels “disappear” to
yield a continuous surface appearance.
The creative profile design consists of
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self-supporting, ridged-cast glass channels in an extruded metal perimeter
frame and is available in two color options: standard cast (patterned surface
with slight green hue) and amethyst
(patterned surface with slight blue hue).
The new system is also compatible with
standard Profilit channel glass systems.
◆ www.tgpamerica.com dg
www.usglassmag.com
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SolarInsights

Form Over Function
A New Way to Look at the Function of BIPV
by Te o d o r G a l i tev
uilding integrated photovoltaics material is to serve as a building ma- face to the other. Any such transition
(BIPV): the name itself may terial.Generating power is a secondary has to be done in a way that does not
sound complicated and daunt- function.
compromise the integrity of the roof.
This single point of power generation The BIPV roofing material should proing, but this term for one of the most
logical uses for solar electric systems, or as a secondary function is why BIPV is vide adequate weather protection and
photovoltaics (PV), is a term glass com- so fundamentally different from the PV a long-lasting roof. A BIPV warranty
solutions that have come before it.
panies should get to know.
typically is the same as the regular
PV is a natural match
solar panels warranty—
with buildings. EnergyThis single point of power generation generally 25 years at 20
efficiency can go only so
percent less power. Since
as a secondary function is why BIPV is we can expect the solar
far and the rest (or most
of it) of the energy can be
of the BIPV
so fundamentally different from the PV portion
supplied by a solar elecroofing material to last
tric system. A PV system
25 years or more, the
solutions that have come before it.
can bring the building
roof integrity needs to
In general, any building material that be built to withstand at least 25 to 30
down to net-zero electric energy consumption—the true and complete def- can be replaced with a solar module years. You do not want to replace the
inition of energy independence.
with the same structural characteristics roof while under warranty.
One of the greatest disadvantages of as the building material qualifies for use
In some cases, hot water collectors
the modular designs for solar electric as BIPV. There already are a vast num- are mounted under the roofing matesystems is the aesthetics. This can be ber of applications of this technology, rial to add to the overall energy-effisolved by hiding or masking the solar and it’s my personal opinion that many ciency of the building. Using PV with
panels so they are not visible. This op- more have not been discovered yet. Be- hot water collectors is not a new idea,
tion is not always possible, however, cause this is a paradigm shift for PV de- however, hiding all of the ugly materials
and the solar modules may very well be sign, there exists vast potential within without compromising integrity and
seen as potentially obtrusive to the aes- the glazing world to come up with beau- aesthetics is a revolutionary move. We
thetic design on your roof or facade.
tiful and innovative BIPV applications will be seeing many more such applicathat fit seamlessly into architectural de- tions as BIPV continues to grow in
OBTRUSIVE DESIGN
sign criteria—while also moving us to- market share.
Solar module designers have made ward conditions where a structure is
Facades are most commonly seen in
repeated efforts to change the appear- able to generate it’s own power.
commercial applications such as highance of the standard PV panel design,
Recognizing that power generation is rises and other large buildings. Typically
but without modifying the purpose of the secondary function of BIPV we can the façade material is replaced with a
the product itself, it is impossible to cre- qualify these building components as glass solar module that is mounted the
ate this desired BIPV product. BIPV in follows: roofing, facades, glazing, and same way as the offset material.
general needs to serve a double pur- art and architecture.
Glass has fantastic characteristics
pose: (1) to be an aesthetic feature of
and is one of the most cost-effective
the building and (2) to generate power. TYPES AND APPLICATION
building materials. Making the solar
BIPV can be defined as a building
Roofing is one of the earliest and module does add cost, but compared
material that generates electricity and most common applications of BIPV. to some of the materials that can be
has the same structural and physical The goal is to match the roofing mate- used—such as granite, sandstone and
characteristics as the material that is rials, including slates, shingles, tiles marble—a façade BIPV solar module
being offset. With this in mind, the and other materials, to provide a is cheaper and has the double function
most important function of the BIPV seamless transition from one roof sur- of generating power. Facades will work

B
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everywhere, however they will see
more sun and be more efficient in
places such as the Northern U.S.,
Canada and Europe.
Glazing, or the use of glazing to
mount the solar module, is a fastgrowing application. We have seen
glass companies, mullion extruders
and fabricators promote and invest
in such products. The glazing industry is well able to handle both small
and large BIPV projects. Since glass
is one of the most cost-effective
building materials, the applications
for this industry are vast. There is no
denying that we are continuing to see
more and more all-glass facades on
buildings.
Any of the glass units can be replaced with a BIPV module that has
the same structural and energy efficiency characteristics as the original
glass. The BIPV glazing module is
suitable for vertical, sloped and horizontal glazing applications. Insulating glass (IG) units can be used in
locations that are adjacent to conditioned spaces.
The typical module is custom-designed with a specific size, strength
and efficiency in mind. The designer
has to make sure that the electrical
connections are protected and to
code. Typical electrical output boxes
can be mounted on the back of the
module, but with wider IG usage of
BIPV we are seeing edge connections
that are made while installing the
BIPV module, and the installer hides
the wires into the mullion. These
kinds of systems are safer and, in my
opinion, represent the direction that
BIPV inevitably is going to take.
Art and architectural BIPV is a catewww.usglassmag.com
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The photovoltaic cells over the Fern Room at the Marjorie McNeely
Conservatory in St. Paul, Minn., help provide shade, offer a source of renewable
energy—and provide an aesthetic design feature as well.

gory that covers all of the other possible
applications for BIPV. From artistic outdoor shower glass to shading and loggia
type applications, it’s clear that where
there is glass and glazing, there can be
BIPV. To build such a project all of the
above methods are utilized in an artistic and architectural manner.

OPERATION AND ECONOMICS

BIPV materials to the their standard
module, omitting the obvious “next
level” of design, aesthetic and structural benefits and features that BIPV
provides.
In my experience, BIPV materials
are non-comparable to the standard
module since you can never have a
standard module that performs as a
building material. The standard
module is built only with power generation in mind and makes no provision for a structural contribution to
the design.
The economics of this BIPV building
material is relatively simple: it’s the cost
of the offset building material plus the
power generation. ■

The operation of these integrated
systems generally is the same as a
standard module system. A solar
module array is configured in some
manner and connected to an inverter
that then converts the DC to AC and
connects to the electrical circuits of
the building. There is one major difference, however: here the solar
module’s primary function is to
perform as a structural and aesT e o d o r G a l i t e v is the
thetical building material.
vice president of design and
Up until now, BIPV materials
engineering of NEOptions in
have been considered too ineffiFountain Valley, Calif., and has
cient to warrant the cost. Yet this
been responsible for the
way of thinking does not repredesign, development and
sent the reality of the value one
installation of more than 250 BIPV systems.
Mr. Galitev’s opinions are solely his own
sees in BIPV upon a closer look.
and not necessarily those of this magazine.
Manufacturers often compare the
April 2010 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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SolarWatch
company news

Pilkington North America to
Collaborate with Dyesol on BIPV
ilkington North America in
Toledo, Ohio, has announced its
collaboration with Dyesol Inc.,
the California-based division of Australia’s Dyesol Ltd., to develop opportunities in the building integrated
photovoltaics (BIPV) marketplace. The
BIPV products would utilize Pilkington’s TEC series of transparent conductive oxide (TCO) coated float glass and
Dyesol’s dye solar cell (DSC) materials
and technology.
“Pilkington believes it is time to
begin developing the next generation of
photovoltaic power,” says Stephen Weidner, senior vice president of building
products for North America. “BIPV is
an emerging market segment with
great opportunity for utilizing our TCO

P

technology to bring photovoltaic power
into building design.”
Weidner adds, “The collaboration
with Dyesol has the potential to bring
a significant change in the value of architectural glass as we know it today.
No longer will glass be viewed solely
for its insulation and aesthetic properties, but for its power generating potential as well.”
“Pilkington is the world leader in
the production of TCO glass. In fact,
Dyesol and their customers have been
utilizing Pilkington’s TEC product for
many years. This collaboration presents an ideal platform for co-developing and optimizing products that
work together to improve DSC performance,” says Marc M. Thomas,

Solutia to Acquire Etimex Solar

S

t. Louis-based Solutia Inc. has reached a definitive agreement to purchase Etimex Solar GmbH, a supplier of ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) encapsulants to the photovoltaic market with U.S. headquarters in
Sacramento, Calif. The purchase price of $324 million USD in cash is expected
to be financed from existing cash on the balance sheet and additional debt.
According to the announcement from Solutia, combining EVA with its existing polyvinyl butyral (PVB) encapsulant capabilities positions the company as
the world’s only one-stop source for solar encapsulant solutions.
“This acquisition is a solid step forward that strengthens our core competencies, expands our end markets and supports Solutia’s growth strategy,”
says Jeffry N. Quinn, chair, president and chief executive officer of Solutia. “Renewable energy is an acknowledged source of long-term growth that fits well
with Solutia’s businesses, and the combination of EVA and PVB encapsulant
manufacturing capabilities will result in access to additional opportunities.”
Etimex’s VistaSolar® products, manufactured in Dietenheim, Germany, are
fast curing EVA films; the company also offers thermoplastic polyurethane films
that do not require curing. The transaction is expected to close during the second quarter of 2010, contingent upon customary closing conditions.
❙❙➤ www.solutia.com
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chief executive officer of Dyesol.
“With 25 percent of all electrical energy consumed in the U.S. used in the
built environment, the market opportunity is enormous.”
Dr. Gavin Tulloch, the global managing director, chief technology officer
and co-founder of Dyesol Ltd., says,
“DSC technology can best be described as ‘artificial photosynthesis’
using an electrolyte, a layer of titania
(a pigment used in white paints and
toothpaste) and ruthenium dye deposited on transparent conductive
oxide glass, metal or polymer substrates. Light striking the dye excites
electrons, which are absorbed by the
titania to become an electric current
many times stronger than that found
in natural photosynthesis in plants.
Dyesol’s technology has lower cost and
embodied energy in manufacture,
produces electricity more efficiently
even in low light conditions and can
be directly incorporated into buildings
by replacing conventional glass.”

❙❙➤ www.pilkington.com

products

Saflex Reduces
Material Use with
Thin Gauge Encapsulant
Saflex®, a unit of St. Louis-based Solutia Inc., has announced the availability of a new thin gauge polyvinyl
butyral (PVB) based encapsulant designed for photovoltaic (PV) applications. The company reports that its new
Saflex PA41 reduces encapsulant usage
while maintaining module durability
and processing performance.
PA41 is a second generation PV
product designed specifically to reduce
encapsulant thickness by 33 percent
(from 1.14 to 0.76 mm). To accomplish
www.usglassmag.com
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this, properties of the PA41 formulation
were optimized to improve encapsulating flow around bus bars and other critical components. In addition to the
successful IEC and UL testing, the manufacturer developed a testing regimen
that included a series of natural and accelerated weathering tests that go beyond PV industry standards. Saflex also
partnered with module manufacturers
to confirm that handling, processing
and throughput of PA41 met or exceeded expectations compared to
thicker gauge PVB encapsulations.
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Schiatti Angelo Supplies
Standalone or Full Lines
for Solar Glass Processing
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Schiatti Angelo srl in Italy provides to
the photovoltaic industry automated
edging and drilling equipment as a
standalone option or complete processing line. The company’s high speed BFT
double edging lines are composed of two
machines connected
with a 90-degree transfer table (or inline, according
to
the
customer’s requirements), allowing for
perfectly
squared
continued on page 50

Glass Coating Excellence – The Leybold Optics Apollon

Solar TCO contact layer
Customized processes
Decorative color tints
Low E, Solar Control
Shortest industry cycle times
www.leyboldoptics.com
Leybold Optics USA, 539 James Jackson Ave, Cary, NC tel: 919-657-7100 fax: 919-657-7101 e-mail: phil.hatchett@leyboldoptics.com
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SolarWatch
continued

glass sheets that are ground and polished on all four sides. The company offers 17 models with maximum widths
from 900 to 4,500 millimeters and various diamond and polishing configurations. All of the company’s machines are
designed to handle coated and noncoated glass sheets in thicknesses ranging from 3- to 15-millimeters.
Schiatti also has supplied fully automated lines consisting of automatic
loading of the glass sheets, edging,
drilling and washing with multidirectional outfeed conveyors.

❙❙➤ www.degorter.com

Ferro Awarded
$1 Million Grant for
Solar Cell Research
Ferro Electronic Materials in Cleveland, a supplier of materials for fabricating photovoltaic (PV) solar cells,
has been awarded $1 million by the
Ohio Department of Development
(ODOD) to develop advanced durability sealing systems for solar cells. In
this project, Ferro will engineer a vitreous frit system to provide reliable
air- and water-tight seals for secondand third-generation thin film solar
cells. Ferro will collaborate with the

The Carrymate® Helps Heft PV Panels
Although Dr. Gold & Co. in Henderson, Nev., has been selling its Carrymate®
non-slip panel grips for more than 14 years, company representatives say it’s
brand new to the solar glazing industry. The panel grips provide users a fast
and efficient way of transporting solar panels, solar thermal panels, photovoltaic modules, glass lites and other awkward-to-move materials, allowing the
users to lift up to 440 pounds in weight.
The grips are constructed of lightweight aluminum, and the replaceable rubber pads, along with the cushioned shaft, prevent damage to the carried
load. Users can slide the self-adjusting grips on the side of the panel wherever
works best for their height and arm length, allowing both users to lift the panels with one hand and walk in the same direction, facing forward. The Carrymate’s ergonomic handle permits the wrist to stay relaxed and the
self-adjusting clamps allow users to easily adjust the position of the grips according to changing terrain such as stairs. This helps keep the elbow straight,
preventing fatigue in the carrying arm, as well as low back pain.
❙❙➤ www.carrymate.com
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Edison Welding Institute, StrateNexus
Technologies and The Ohio State University, all of Columbus, Ohio, in developing, testing and commercializing
this new technology.
If successful, the new sealing materials will enable Ferro to solve a significant problem with second- and
third-generation thin film solar cells.
As with all solar cells, thin film cells
require a hermetic seal to operate reliably for their expected lifetimes of
20-plus years. This can be a problem
because most current thin film solar
cell modules are designed to be sealed
with organic sealants that the company says typically lose their hermeticity in time, especially if exposed
to sunlight containing UV radiation.
The problem can be aggravated by exposure to daily and seasonal temperature fluctuations that can further
weaken the seal.
Ferro proposes to replace the organic seal with technology similar to
its glass frit sealing materials
presently used in thick-film solar
cells that are field-proven to last beyond the cells’ expected lifetimes.
The technical challenge is that thin
film cells are extremely temperature
sensitive, and the current frit technology requires high firing temperatures to create the seal. The goal is to
create a glass frit material that can
create the required seal at lower temperatures and that can be activated
by laser-based and ultrasonic energy
systems.
“One of Ferro Corp.’s core technical
competencies is the design and manufacture of custom glasses,” says
Steven Florio, chief technology officer
for Ferro’s Electronic, Color and Glass
Materials division. “We believe this
strength in glass technology will enable Ferro to rapidly drive the development of the frits required for this
critical new application.”
Funding for the project is provided
through the Ohio Third Frontier Photovoltaic Program, which supports rewww.usglassmag.com
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search and development that addresses
the technical and cost barriers to commercialization of PV components and
systems in Ohio.

❙❙➤ www.ferro.com

Leybold Optics
Updates Hot Apollon
Coating System
Leybold Optics in Alzenau, Germany, has introduced
the Hot Apollon,
the latest version
of its glass coating
system. The company says that its
Apollon system, with
its flexible, modular design and low
power consumption, is already an
economical and reliable platform for
production of low-E, and other solar
control coatings on architectural glass

www.usglassmag.com
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as large as 10 ½ by 20 feet. The Hot
Apollon increases this flexibility,
using sputter coating technology to
deposit multilayer coatings onto glass
panels at elevated temperatures.
The real-time monitoring system,
and automated deposition control
with lambda sensors, ensures consistency and productivity. Use of rotary
cathodes keeps costs low due to maximum utilization of
material,
few
target changes
and high layer
quality.
For thin film PV
coating “Hot Apollon” can be used for
deposition of front and back contact
layers using molybdenum and transparent conductive oxides and precursor layers for CIGS solar cells.

❙❙➤ www.leyboldoptics.com
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Sika Bonds with
PV Fabricators
Sika Services AG in
Switzerland
prov ides
technical solutions for sealing and
bonding with its Sikasil® product range
for photovoltaic (PV) and solar thermal
module production, as well as for concentrating solar power and building integrated PV systems. For the solar
industry, the company reports that its
products have been optimized with regard to curing speed and performance in
the production process. This allows manufacturers to meet the high demand of
quality requirements, cost reduction and
supply security worldwide.
❙❙➤ www.sika.com ■
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NewsMakers
new hires

Vitro America
Expands Sales Force
Vitro America LLC in
Memphis, Tenn., has
promoted Kevin Potts
to the position of Envision® Glass Systems
product line manager. He
will be responsible for
Kevin Potts guiding the expansion of
this product offering.
Potts has been with the company since

1986, serving as door sales manager at
the Dallas fabrication facility.
In addition, the company hired
Wayne Williams as an estimator for
the Envision sales department in Dallas.
Williams will be responsible for estimating and
technical support. He
has more than 30 years
experience, most recently as a sales manager Wayne
with C.R. Laurence.
WIlliams

Martin Boonstoppel
of Las Vegas was hired
as a sales representative
for the Southwest market. He brings more
than 20 years of experience in the sales and
marketing of architec- Martin
tural products, most re- Boonstoppel
cently as the western
regional sales manager for Dorma
Group North America.
Catherine Finney also was hired in

kudos

Binswanger Tech Becomes National Hero; Rescues Six from Burning Building
When Robin DeHaven began his day
at Binswanger Glass in Austin, Texas,
February 18, he probably expected to
have an ordinary day. But such was
not the case. As the 28-year-old glazier
was driving to an afternoon job, he observed a plane crashing off the highway and immediately went to help.
“It seemed out of the ordinary,” DeHaven, a native of Logansport, Ind., told
USGlass during an exclusive interview.
“I was on my way to a job to replace a
single-pane window. The plane went
south and it was going down and I didn’t know what was going to happen. A
big cloud of smoke came down.”
That’s when the U.S. Army veteran’s
instincts kicked in and he decided to
try to help.
“I exited right away and flew into a
parking lot,” he recalls. “I tried to call
911, too, but of course they were busy
with all the calls.”
Though he finally got through to
911, he continued to head into the direction of the building where the plane
had hit. (It was later discovered that
pilot Joseph Stack had crashed the
plane into the Internal Revenue Services building.)
As DeHaven pulled into the parking
lot, another bystander noticed he had
a large ladder on the truck and asked
if he would help out. Without hesitation, DeHaven says he propped the
ladder against the building and began
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his climb up to the second story where
five people were waiting.
“We tried to put it near a brace … I
got to the top and the ladder slipped
a little bit and started dropping a few
inches,” he says. “I grabbed the ledge
and eventually got into the building
through the window.”
Knowing the ledge he’d used wouldn’t work for the climb down, DeHaven
quickly looked for another option and
saw that there appeared to be a sturdier ledge at the next window over.
“There was a window still intact over
it, so we had to break out that window,” he says.
Once DeHaven attached the ladder
to the second window, he began to attempt the rescue mission, escorting
each employee out the window, onto
the ledge and then onto the ladder. He
rescued six people in total.
By that time, the local fire department had arrived on the scene, so DeHaven gathered his ladder (after
getting the okay from the fire department) and thought he’d sneak away to
have a quiet lunch break, catch his
breath and continue on to his next job.
“I took my ladder, called my boss
and told him I helped some people
when a plane crashed,” DeHaven says.
“I thought I was just going to get my
ladder and go. I didn’t say my name [to
anyone there], but I guess someone
called the corporate office and corpo-

Robin DeHaven
rate found out and called me.”
Though he remembers the details
clearly, DeHaven says the rescue took
approximately five minutes in total; the
fire hadn’t yet entered the office in
which he assisted, but the hallways
had already begun to fill with smoke
at the point he arrived.
DeHaven attributes his ability and
quick-to-assist nature to his time in
the U.S. Army. During his six and a half
years in the military, he was deployed
to Iraq twice.
“I was a combat engineer and I’ve
been in combat situations,” he says.
Since then, DeHaven has been interviewed by Fox News, ABC, NBC and
appeared on Good Morning America.
Despite his newfound fame, DeHaven remains humble.
“I didn’t figure anyone would find
me, but they did, and now I’m just trying to fill the shoes people want me
to,” he says.
www.usglassmag.com
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Las Vegas, and joins the
company as an architectural sales representative. Finney will be
responsible for promoting the sale of fabricated
products in a multi-state
territory. She most reCatherine
cently worked for OldFinney
castle Glass, having been
a senior architectural sales representative there for 13 years.

JEB Hires Conlon
to Represent New
England Market
Ed Conlon has joined
the J.E. Berkowitz (JEB)
sales team as an independent sales representative for the New
England market. In this
role, Conlon will be focusing on growing and Ed Conlon
expanding the company’s complete line of architectural
glass products.
Conlon joins the company with more
than 35 years of experience in the commercial construction industry. His prior
experience includes more than 20 years
as an independent sales representative
for architectural glass and windows.

Salem Distributing Adds
to Technical Support Staff
Salem Distributing in
Winston-Salem, N.C.,
has added Ashley Price
to its technical support
staff as a diamond tool
sales engineer. Price
will work with outside
and inside sales as well
Ashley
as directly with cusPrice
tomers to introduce
new technologies and improve the efficiency of existing diamond wheel
applications. Price comes to Salem
with broad-based experience and
knowledge of diamond tool applications and technologies.
www.usglassmag.com
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McElroy Named
New VP of Alumil N.A.
John McElroy, LEED
AP, has been named vice
president of engineering for New York-based
Alumil N.A. In his new
position, McElroy will
develop and expand the
engineering support John
and capabilities for the McElroy
company’s North American market.
McElroy has more than 25 years experience in the design and engineering
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of glazing and curtainwall systems. He
previously served as director of engineering for Enclos Corp.

Southern Glass Wholesale
Introduces New Manager
Southern Wholesale Glass located in
Americus, Ga., has hired Chuck
Owenby as the manager of its Metro
Atlanta operation. Owenby will initially
be responsible for sales and distribution for Southern Wholesale in and
around Atlanta. Owenby brings more
than 20 years of glass and glass-related
experience to his new position.

promotions

Viracon Announces Reorganizes Sales Team
Owatonna, Minn.-based Viracon has reorganized its sales
leadership team.
Seth Madole has assumed the newly created
role of director of customer services. In this role,
Madole will be responsible for managing all activities of the sales funnel, from lead generation to
sales estimating and project management for the
company’s domestic and international business.
Seth
Madole previously served as an inside sales
Madole
manager, a role now assumed by Sandee Keane. Sandee
For the past eight years, Keane has worked in a variety of roles at Keane
Viracon, including order technician, estimator, Six
Sigma Black Belt and Epicor core team member. In her new role,
she will be responsible for the estimating team.
Jeff Minear is the new field sales representative for Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma and Nebraska. He replaces the retiring Dudley Otto.
Minear has been a member of the Viracon sales
Jeff Minear department for the past ten years.
Garret Henson will assume the expanded role
of director of sales and will be responsible for all field sales rep- Garret
resentatives in the United States.
Henson
Ron McCann will assume the new role of director of sales initiatives responsible for the company’s window, interiors, point-supported and security glass business. In his role,
McCann will have key account responsibility for certain accounts
and will work with Henson and the field sales organization on product management and growth
initiatives.
Ron
Joe Effertz, director of sales, will focus on deMcCann
veloping Viracon’s international sales channel.
He will work closely with Madole and the international inside sales team to provide customer service to this
growing business segment. ■
Joe Effertz
April 2010 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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Monthly Newscast

Reviews&Previews
Innovation Abounds
at Fensterbau

EDTM released its new GlassChek Pro system during
the Fensterbau show, which is held every two years in
Nuremberg, Germany.

E

LET OUR TEAM SHOW

WHAT YOUR INDUSTRY IS DOING

HEAR THE LATEST HEADLINES

SEE NEVER BEFORE SHOWN FOOTAGE

ENJOY THE NEWS IN A WHOLE NEW FORMAT

Visit www.USGNN.com and look for
the video icon
Or sign up for the daily
newsletter and receive the Special Alert
when the newscast is first delivered.
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xhibitors at Fensterbau/Frontale show in March
in Nuremberg, Germany, released their most recent innovations to large crowds, filling the
event’s eight large halls.
Electronic Design to Market Inc. displayed its Glass
ChekPro for the first time at the show. The tool has been
in development for some time, company president Mark
Imbrock reported. “This is the first time we’re showing it
in its full functionality,” he said.
The new tool is designed to detect coatings and various ratings of triple-paned windows.
Imbrock said EDTM decided to exhibit for the first time
in an effort to expand its worldwide presence, and found
that to be a good decision.
“We’ve definitely talked to enough people to make it
worthwhile,” he told USGlass.
Software manufacturer Preference North America offered a new solution designed especially for glazing contractors. The Preference Intelligent Model Entry has
been released to a couple glass suppliers, according to
engineering services manager Leon Gefter. In addition,
in North America the company is now offering more integration of its software system with CNC machinery and
is helping manufacturers to go paperless.
“These guys in Europe have been [paperless] forever, but
in North America it’s becoming more important,” he said.
Technoform offered its new polypropylene muntin bar,
according to the company’s Simon Rawlins. He explained that 15 percent of the company’s customers in
Europe elect to utilize the muntin bar, and the market is
growing.
❙❙➤ www.fensterbau.de ■
www.usglassmag.com
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Up&Coming
NORTH AMERICAN EVENTS
May 11-14, 2010
Construct 2010 and
CSI Annual Convention
Sponsored by the Construction
Specifications Institute.
Pennsylvania Convention Center.
Philadelphia.
Contact: Show organizers
at 866/920-0208.

June 6-9, 2010
AAMA National
Summer Conference
Sponsored by the American
Architectural Manufacturer’s
Association (AAMA).
Oak Brook Hills Marriott Resort.
Chicago.
Contact: AAMA
at 847/303-5664.

June 10-12, 2010
AIA Annual Convention
Sponsored by the American
Institute of Architects (AIA).
Miami Beach Convention Center.
Miami.
Contact: AIA at 800/242-3837.

July 13-15, 2010
Intersolar North America
Organized by Solar
Promotion International GmbH.
Moscone Center West.
San Francisco.
Contact: Mirko Wutzler
at 415/248-1257.

September 14-16, 2010
GlassBuild America
Co-sponsored by the Glass
Association of North America,
AAMA, the Insulating Glass
Manufacturer’s Alliance, the
Bath Enclosure Manufacturers
Association and the National
Glass Association.
Las Vegas Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: Show organizers
at 866/342-5642, ext. 300.

October 10-13, 2010
AAMA National Fall Conference
Sponsored by AAMA.
Hyatt Regency Tamaya.
Santa Ana Pueblo
(Albuquerque), N.M.
Contact: AAMA
at 847/303-5664.

October 20-22, 2010
Metalcon International
Sponsored by the Metal
Construction Association (MCA).
Las Vegas Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: MCA at 847/375-4718.
www.usglassmag.com

November 17-19, 2010
GreenBuild 2010
Sponsored by the U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC).
McCormick Place West Building.
Chicago.
Contact: USGBC
at 800/795-1747.

December 7-9, 2010
Ecobuild America
Sponsored by the National
Institute of Building Sciences.
Washington Convention Center.
Washington, D.C.
Contact: show organizers
at 800/96-3863.

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
May 6-8, 2010
Glass South America
Sponsored by Nielsen
Business Media.
Transamerica Expo Center.
Sao Paolo, Brazil.
Contact: Show organizers
at 55 11 4613-2003.

May 6-7, 2010
GPD South America
Organized by Glaston.
TBA.
Sao Paolo, Brazil.
Contact: Jorma Vitkala
at 358 40 553 2042.

June 2-3, 2010
GPD China
Organized by Glaston
and the China Building
Materials Academy.
Kunlun Hotel.
Beijing
Contact: Jorma Vitkala
at 358 40 553 2042.

June 4-7, 2010
China Glass 2010
Sponsored by the
Chinese Ceramic Society.
China International
Exhibition Center.
Beijing.
Contact: Dame Associates Inc.
at 617/783-4777.

July 21-23, 2010
First International Conference
on Structures and Architecture
Sponsored by the
University of Minho.
Convention Centre of the
Azurém Campus of the
University of Minho.
Guimaraes, Portugal.
Contact: Show organizers at
+351 253 510 504. ■
To see the full event schedule, visit
www.usglassmag.com/events.php.
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Fire & Safety Rated Wire

ADHESIVES/SEALANTS
Adhesives, General

Bohle America
13850 Ballantyne Corporate Place
Suite 500
Charlotte, NC 28277
Phone: 704/887-3457
Fax: 704/887-3456
www.bohleamerica.com
Dow Corning Corporation
2200 West Salzburg Road
Midland, MI 48686
Phone: 989/496-6000
www.dowcorning.com/construction
construction@dowcorning.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Glazing Compounds

Omaha Wholesale Hardware
1201 Pacific Street
Omaha, NE 68108
Phone: 800/238-4566
Fax: 402/444-1659
ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
Architectural Glass,
General

Berman Glass Editions
1-1244 Cartwright Street
Vancouver, BC V6H3R8
Canada
Phone: 604/684-8332
Fax: 604/684-8373
www.bermanglass.com
info@bermanglass.com
Oldcastle Glass®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020
www.va-glass.com
info@va-glass.com

Fire-Rated Glass

AGC InterEdge Technologies
85 Liberty Ship Way, Suite 110B
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 877/376-3343
Fax: 415/289-0326
www.firesafe-glass.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Acid Etched Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H7X 3K7 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

Glassopolis
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com

Block

Decalite Ltd.
The Portergate Ecclesall Road
Sheffield S11-8NX, UK
Phone: 01142-096096
Fax: 01142-096001
Curved/Bent

California Glass Bending
320 E. Harry Bridges Blvd.
Wilmington, CA 90744
Ph: 800/223-6594
Fax: 310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
glassinfo@calglassbending.com

To place your listing in the
Supplier’s Guide, please contact
Janeen Mulligan at 540/720-5584 Ext. 112
or e-mail jmulligan@glass.com.
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SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
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Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Decorative

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
www.usglassmag.com
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Fire-Rated Glass,
Impact Resistant

AGC InterEdge Technologies
85 Liberty Ship Way, Suite 110B
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 877/376-3343
Fax: 415/289-0326
www.firesafe-glass.com
General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Screenprinted Glass

Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Pattern Glass

Glassopolis
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
Hurricane-Resistant

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
Laminated

Oldcastle Glass®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

www.usglassmag.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Radiation Shielding

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Glassopolis
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/567-9729 or
800/567-XRAY
Fax: 626/969-6510
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Tempered

Oldcastle Glass®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/567-9729 or
800/567-XRAY
Fax: 626/969-6510
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
X-Ray Protective

Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020
www.va-glass.com
info@va-glass.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
X-Ray Fluoroscopic

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/567-9729 or
800/567-XRAY
Fax: 626/969-6510
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
ARCHITECTURAL METAL
Dies/Custom Metal

EFCO Corporation
1000 County Road
Monett, MO 65708
Phone: 800/221-4169
Fax: 417/235-7313
Metals, General

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
continued on page 58

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
To place your listing in the Supplier’s Guide, contact
Janeen Mulligan at 540/720-5584 Ext. 112 or
e-mail jmulligan@glass.com.
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BATHROOM SPECIALTIES

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Shower Door Hardware

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurence.com
US Horizon Mfg., Inc.
28577 Industry Dr.
Valencia, CA 91355
Phone: 877/728-3874
Fax: 888/440-9567
www.ushorizon.com
CURTAINWALL
Curtainwall, General

DECORATIVE GLASS
Decorative Glass, General

Oldcastle Glass®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Etched Glass

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H7X 3K7 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com
Glass Flooring

Need...

Painted

General Door Hardware

Decorative Glass Company
14647 Lull Street
Van Nuys, CA 91405-1209
Phone: 800/768-3109
Fax: 818/785-7429

Akron Hardware
1100 Killian Road
Akron, OH 44312
Phone: 800/321-9602
Fax: 800/328-6070

DOORS
Bullet Resistant

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurance.com

Total Security Solutions, Inc.
170 National Park Drive
Fowlerville, MI 48836
Phone: 866/930-7807
www.totalsecuritysolutionsinc.com
United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
Phone: 301/218-7920
Fax: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com
Closers

Access Hardware Supply
14359 Catalina Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
Phone: 800/348-2263
Fax: 510/483-4500
Doors, General

Products

Call

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020
www.va-glass.com
info@va-glass.com

ROMCO SALES CO.
For the

ENTIRE KAWNEER
product line
at
TEL: 718.583.7100
FAX:718.731.1152
or visit us at
www.romcosales.com

AGC InterEdge Technologies
85 Liberty Ship Way, Suite 110B
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 877/376-3343
Fax: 415/289-0326
www.firesafe-glass.com

ROMCO SALES
Stocks these
Products

UL Approved

Glass Flooring

TRIFAB Framing
(450 451 451T)
1600 Curtain Wall
Replacement Hardware
And More....!

Jockimo

TM

Advanced Architectural Products

www.Jockimo.com

58

JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com
DOOR HARDWARE AND
RELATED PRODUCTS

Boyle & Chase, Inc.
72 Sharp Street
Hingham, MA 02043
Phone: 800/325-2530
Fax: 800/205-3500
www.boyleandchase.com
sales@boyleandchase.com
JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

Fire-Rated
Framing Systems

416 E 174th Street Bronx, NY 10457

Standard Doors & Frame

DOOR COMPONENTS

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | April 2010

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Track Caps

Johnson Bros. Metal Forming
5520 McDermott Dr.
Berkeley, IL 60163
Phone: 708/449-7050
Fax: 708/449-0042
www.usglassmag.com
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GLASS FURNITURE
Table Tops

Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Ave.
Woodmere, NY 11598
Phone: 516/295-0055
Fax: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@Spancraft.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com
Airspacers

GLASS HANDLING/
TRANSPORTATION
Handling Equipment,
General

Bohle America
13850 Ballantyne Corporate Place
Suite 500
Charlotte, NC 28277
Phone: 704/887-3457
Fax: 704/887-3456
www.bohleamerica.com
Rolltech Industries
11 Dansk Court
Toronto, ON M9W 5N6 Canada
Phone: 419/337-0631
Fax: 419/337-1471
Quattrolifts
1450 W. Horizon Ridge Pkwy.
Henderson, NV 89012
Phone: 800/983-5841
Fax: 702/566-9729
www.quattrolifts.com
info@quattrolifts.com
Packaging

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884
Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
Phone: 800/346-6628
Fax: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com
Muntin Bars

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884
Spacers

Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com

MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT

Acid Etched Mirror

IGE Solutions Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr. Ste. 100
Jupiter, Florida 33458
Phone: 561/741-7300
Fax: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H7X 3K7 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

Curing Ovens
Antique Mirror

Trent, Inc.
201 Leverington Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19127
Phone: 800/544-TRENT
Fax: 215/482-9389
www.trentheat.com
info@trentheat.com

Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Ave.
Woodmere, NY 11598
Phone: 516/295-0055
Fax: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@Spancraft.com

Tempering Lines/
Machinery, General

Trent, Inc.
201 Leverington Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19127
Phone: 800/544-TRENT
Fax: 215/482-9389
www.trentheat.com
info@trentheat.com

(en-'te-lә-kē)
“Modeled for the future”
www.entelechycorp.com

MIRROR AND MIRROR
RELATED PRODUCTS
Mirror, General

Palmer Mirro-Mastics
146 St. Matthews Avenue
PO Box 7155
Louisville, KY 40257-0155
Phone: 502/893-3668 or
800/431-6151
Fax: 502/895-9253
www.mirro-mastic.com

Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

INSULATING GLASS
AND COMPONENTS

INSULATING
GLASS MACHINERY
AND EQUIPMENT

®

Oldcastle Glass
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com
www.usglassmag.com

Production Lines

Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com

Shop Drawings

Drafting Services
by Scott Brown, Inc.
156 Peachtree East, Ste. 225
Peachtree City, GA 30269
Phone: 770/461-8092
Fax: 678/489-9037
SKYLIGHTS & OVERHEAD
GLAZING SYSTEMS
Skylight, General

Units, Bent-Curved

SaberPack
Interleaving Powders
471 Apollo Drive, #10
Lino Lakes, MN 55014
Phone: 651/784-1414
Fax: 651/780-0432
www.saberpack.com

SERVICES
Modeled Submissions

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020
www.va-glass.com
info@va-glass.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Oldcastle Glass® Naturalite®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com
continued on page 60

Listings start at $350
(additional charge for
logos, website and
e-mail address).
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Skylights

Point of Sale

Glass Restoration

O’Keeffe’s Inc.
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
Phone: 415/822-4222
Fax: 415/822-5222
www.okeeffes.com

Quest Software Inc.
1000 E. Sturgis St., Suite 8
St. Johns, MI 48879
Phone: 800/541-2593
Fax: 517/224-7067
www.questsoftware.com

GlasWeld Systems
29578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
Phone: 541/388-1156
Fax: 541/388-1157
www.glasweld.com

SOFTWARE
Software, General

Albat + Wirsam
North America
1540 Cornwall Rd., Suite 214
Oakville, ON L6J 7W5
Phone: 905/338-5650
Fax: 905/338-5671
www.albat-wirsam.com
moreinfo@albat-wirsam.com
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Suite 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
Phone: 908/806-7824
Fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

STOREFRONT/
ENTRANCES
Storefront Material,
General

TESTING LABS
Laboratory Equipment

Oldcastle Glass® Vistawall®
68 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com
Pittco Architectural Metals, Inc.
1530 Landmeier Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Phone: 800/992-7488
Fax: 847/593-9946
info@pittcometals.com
www.pittcometals.com

To place your listing(s) contact
Janeen Mulligan at 540/720-5584, Ext. 112
or e-mail jmulligan@glass.com

Trent, Inc.
201 Leverington Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19127
Phone: 800/544-TRENT
Fax: 215/482-9389
www.trentheat.com
info@trentheat.com
TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

Cleaning Towels

WINDOWS
Blast Resistant

Jacone Distributors
5717 Samstone Ct.
Cincinnati, OH 45242
Phone: 513/745-0244
Fax: 513/745-9581
marji@fuse.net

Business Tool I Have”
(that’s what readers are saying
about USGNN.com) Your Daily Online
Glass Industry News Source

Sign up today and join the
thousands already reading.

www.usgnn.com

USGlass
USG

www.USGNN.com
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Stiffeners

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884

Most Important

e!

Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Sharon Hills, PA 19078
Phone: 800/352-0800
Fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Bohle America
13850 Ballantyne Corporate Place
Suite 500
Charlotte, NC 28277
Phone: 704/887-3457
Fax: 704/887-3456
www.bohleamerica.com

“The

It’s Fre

WINDOW HARDWARE

NEWS NETWORK

United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
Phone: 301/218-7920
Fax: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com
Fire-Rated

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
General Tools & Supplies

Pacific Laser Systems
449 Coloma Street
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 800/601-4500
Fax: 415/289-5789 ■
www.usglassmag.com
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Employment/
Help Wanted
Senior Estimator/
Project Manager
We are looking for an individual to join
our team that has at least 5 years experience in estimating and managing
Window, SF, and CW projects. Our market area is primarily in the Mid-Atlantic
region. The ideal candidate must be an
organized person with excellent people
and computer skills who is a self-motivated team player. We want someone
that “makes it happen” regardless of the
challenge involved and can help others
to reach their potential. Send resume
and
salary
requirements
to:
Bob@WGGInc.com or fax 717/389-0950.

Used Equipment
for Sale
New and Used Equipment
NEW 4 spindles flat edger $17,500 US
NEW 6 spindles flat edger $23,500 US
60”-80” Vertical washers
60”-80”-96” Horizontal washers
Tamglass 60” x 120” tempering oven
Willian Super Spacer full line
NEW EDGERS. NEW BEVELERS.
50% OFF REGULAR PRICE
Contact: Steve Brown
Tel: 888/430-4481; Fax: 450/477-6937
E-mail: steve@s-b-m-s.com

Float Glass
Furniture manufacturer selling 1200
pcs-sheets of 4mmx 36 x 68 float glass.
Price $4.00 per sheet. 100 pcs. per crate.
Belleville, NJ. For more information, call
Glenn 973/489-7349.

2004 GMC 2500 HD
w/ Barkow Mongoose rack
52,500 miles
$15,000
Call Bob @ 208/734-6130

www.usglassmachinery.com
Ph: 724/348-8450

Products for Sale
Curved China Cabinet Glass
Standard curves fit most cabinets - one
day service. Most sizes $90, $95, $98 and
each piece is delivered. Call 512/237-3600,
Peco Glass Bending, PO Box 777, Smithville, TX 78957.
www.usglassmag.com

Established 16 years. Estimated 2010
sales of $3,000,000. Key relationships
with major GC’s. 90% commercial and
10% residential with good walk-in business. Real estate, vehicles, inventory, furniture and equipment available. Prime
location. Owner pursuing other business
interests. Contact 954/531-5785 for details.

Industry Services
Shop Drawings & Calcs

Businesses for Sale
Glass Shop for Sale
27 yr. established full line glass shop
West central OK. Last 5 yrs. sales $3.3m.
Large trade area, good vehicle fleet.
Owner ready to retire. $800k. Building
for lease. glass4sale@live.com

Business for Sale
Long Island, New York based glazing contractor with $1 million in sales per year &
has been established for 10 years.We serve
the commercial glass industry and we
have two major general contractors that
we mostly work for. This company has
union ties to two different labor organizations & these contracts run until April &
July of 2012. $500,000 or best offer. Please
respond to johnjohnny64@ gmail.com

Business for Sale
USED MACHINERY
BOUGHT & SOLD

Sunny, South Florida
Glazing Contractor

Very high end Residential/Commercial
window, glass, shower, mirror Contractor/Dealer. Chicago Area. Well established, in business 50 years, current
owner 30 years. Long positive track
record. Many long time customers, GC's,
Architects, Designers. Avg. Sales...2M..
Huge growth potential. Send inquiry to:
saleinquiry@att.net

YOUR AD COULD
BE HERE!

Quality commercial glazing drawings,
low prices, short lead times, all
manufacturers. Call 888/235-8348.
www.landmarkglazingservices.com

RCS Enterprises
Shop drawings - entrances & storefronts,
curtainwalls, wall panels. Short lead times.
www.rcsshopdrawings.com.
Phone:
269/202-4010; Fax: 269/468-6957, info@rcsshopdrawings.com

Bieber Consulting
Group, LLC
Is a group of retired glass industry executives with the ability to solve your
problems, grow your business and add
to your revenue stream. With over 40
years of expertise managing sales and
profits, we know cost reduction, sales &
marketing, finance, glass fabrication,
safety, purchasing, labor relations and
more. To explore how we can be of benefit to you, call Paul Bieber at 603/2423521 or e-mail paulbaseball@msn.com.

To place a classified
listing, please call Janeen
Mulligan at 540/7205584 Ext. 112 or e-mail
jmulligan@glass.com.

Don’t miss this
opportunity to get your
company noticed!
April 2010 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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[advertising index]
Page

Company

Phone

Fax

Web Address

5

Adams Rite Manufacturing Co.

800/872-3267

800/232-7329

43

AGC Flat Glass North America

800/251-0441

404/446-4221 www.krystalklearglass.com.com

19

Aluflam North America

714/899-3990

714/899-3993

www.aluflam-usa.com

3

Bohle America Inc.

877/678-2021

704/887-3456

www.bohle-america.com

55

California Glass Bending

800/223-6594

310/549-5398

www.calglassbending.com

7

Cardinal Industries

952/935-1722

952/935-5538

www.cardinalcorp.com

65

Erdman Automation

763/389-9475

763/389-9757

www.erdmanautomation.com

785/271-0208

785/271-0166

www.glasswebsite.com

14, 51, 62 Glass Association of North America

www.adamsrite.com

15

glasstec 2010/solarpeq 2010

312/781-5180

312/781-5188

www.double-benefit.com

13

Glasswerks L.A. Inc.

888/789-7810

888/789-7820

www.glasswerks.com

9

Glaston Group

358 10 500 6561 358 10 500 6109

www.glaston.net

23

Glazers Choice

888/655-3430

216/292-3435

www.glazerschoice.com

12

JLM Wholesale

800/522-2940

248/628-6733

www.jlmwholesale.com

58

Jockimo Inc.

949/251-1560

949/251-0126

www.jockimo.com

47

Leybold Optics USA

919/657-7100

919/657-7101

www.leyboldoptics.com

25

MyGlassTruck.com

800/254-3643

856/863-6704

www.myglasstruck.com

11

Pilkington

800/221-0444

419/247-4517

www.pilkington.com/na

66

PPG Industries Inc.

888/774-4332

412/826-2299

www.ppgideascapes.com

Precision Glass Bending

800/543-8796

800/543-8798

www.e-bentglass.com

55

Pulp Studio

310/815-4999

310/815-4990

www.switchlite.com

58

Romco Sales Co.

718/583-7100

718/731-1152

www.romcosales.com

33

SAFTI FIRST Fire Rated Glazing Solutions™ 888/653-3333

415/822-5222

www.safti.com

21

Schott North America Inc.

502/657-4417

502/966-4976

www.us.schott.com

45

Soft Tech America

954/568-3198

954/563-6116

www.stgroup.com

25

Southern Aluminum Finishing Inc.

800/241-7429

404/335-1560

www.saf.com

C2

Technical Glass Products

800/426-0279

800/451-9857

www.fireglass.com

24

Union Tool Corp.

574/267-3211

547/267-5703

www.uniontoolcorp.com

54, 60

USGlass News Network

540/720-5584

540/720-5687

www.usgnn.com

37

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain

888/803-9533

253/333-5166

www.vetrotechusa.com

1

Vitro America

800/238-6057

501/884-5338

www.vitroamerica.com

22, 56

www.usglassmag.com
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theBusiness

Perverse Anonymity
by Lyle R. Hill
s I have publicly stated on more
than one occasion, I regularly get
what could be referred to as
“negative feedback” on statements that
are made or on opinions that are expressed on the pages of this fine publication. It kinda comes with the territory
and I typically don’t take any personal
offense by way of the comments thrown
my way. If you are going to make your
opinions a matter of public record, than
you should expect to hear from people
with differing opinions. And by the way,
I have now lived long enough and been
through enough to fully accept the fact
that I can and will be wrong from time
to time on any number of matters. In
fact, over time, my view or opinion on
some matters may even change. Intelligent, open-minded people should be
open to the views of others and willing
to consider positions that oppose theirs
if they are presented in reasonable and
practical terms. As an example, John
Luckett (Glass Designers, Chicago) once
became quite upset after reading something that I had written and immediately
called me to express his view. The conversation went something like this:
Luckett: “Hill, I have just finished reading your most recent article and I now believe that you are not only old and nearly
useless, but perhaps crazy as well. You
have offended me and I have talked with
my attorney and plan on meeting with
him tomorrow to discuss the possibility
of taking legal action against you.”
Me: “Luckett, I have no idea what you
are talking about but I know for a fact
that you are older and crazier than I am
and legal action against me will prove
futile so why waste your time and
money on such foolishness.”
Luckett: “Okay, I will not pursue legal
action but only on the condition that a
proper apology is given and that you

A
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meet me for lunch tomorrow at a place
of my choosing.”
Me: “You got a deal Luckett and I accept YOUR apology for bothering me
with this nonsense. See you at noon tomorrow at your favorite place and for
once please try to be on time.”
So, like the gentlemen that we are, we
met, we talked, we disagreed on some
things, we agreed on other things and,
as has been the case since I have known
John Luckett, I paid for lunch.
And this is the way it should be.
This is how these types of things
should be handled.
But now, I have to ask, is civility being
tossed aside like yesterday’s trash? Does
common courtesy now count for nothing? Can we no longer discuss and
share our opinions in a decent and open
manner? Let me explain …
Yesterday, I received by way of a
scanned e-mail a copy of a note sent to
the corporate office of this fine magazine’s publisher making certain accusations about me and about my character
in particular. And it was … sit down
and hold your breath … sent anonymously … no signature of any kind
and no return address.
The note was attached to a copy of a
recent article of mine so that there
would be no question as to what had
stirred the ire of the sender. Not unexpectedly, a note from the publisher, accompanied the document asking for an
explanation … or a least a defense of
some sort.
I was stunned, shocked, disappointed. One of the two accusations
was particularly hurtful. As I sat
and read it over and over again, I
determined that I would never
write another word for public consumption. I’m not going reprint it
here word for word; it would be a

little rough even for the most hardened
reader. But I will share some of it and paraphrase it a bit so that it is in keeping with
the genteel nature of this publication.
While the penmanship is poor and in
some cases quite difficult to read, in one
part of the document I am called a “pervert.” At first, I was a little bothered by this,
but after consulting with the Webster Dictionary, I discovered that one of the definitions of this word is … to cause to turn
aside or away from what is generally done
or accepted. I can live with that, especially
in a business setting. But what really stung
… and I admit that I have not totally gotten over this as yet … was the second accusation. You see, the anonymous writer
called me … and it was underlined and
capitalized … a DEMOCRAT!
As those who know me will affirm, I
am neither a Republican nor a Democrat. I hate politics and all that goes with it.
I am one of the most independent people I have ever met when it comes to political affiliations. So this was quite
troublesome. But just as I was about to
pick up the phone to let the fine people at
the publishing office know of my decision
to never again share a private thought or
opinion with the reading public, I noticed
the post mark on the envelope in which
the note had been sent … Stockton, Calif.
Imagine that, I thought. A Californian … from Stockton no less … how
truly humorous … no wonder the
writer didn’t sign his or her name … I
wouldn’t want anybody to know I was
from Stockton either! ■

L y l e R . H i l l is president
of MTH Industries of Chicago.
Mr. Hill’s opinions are solely
his own and not necessarily
those of this magazine.
www.usglassmag.com
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And a better place to live.

The right glass can create
a better place to work.

Cut cooling costs, equipment costs,
and carbon emissions with a name you trust.
When you need to deliver impossibly impressive results, count on your local PPG Certiﬁed Fabricator
and Solarban Low-E glass. A third-party energy analysis shows that our leading Solarban glass can
eliminate 21,000 tons of CO2 emissions and save more than $400,000 in up-front equipment costs
– results today’s architects and building owners are looking for. And with over a billion square feet sold,
you know your local PPG Certiﬁed Fabricator will come through every time. To ﬁnd yours, or for a copy
of the energy analysis, call 1-888-PPG-IDEA.
Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks owned by PPG Industries, Inc. | Cradle to Cradle CertiﬁedCM is a certiﬁcation mark of MBDC.

PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Business & Discovery Center, 400 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15024 www.ppgideascapes.com

